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ABSTRACT

Globally, the nature of competition is changing. Growing international prosperity, combined
with the forces of globalisation, are creating a demand for greater product variety and quality.
For producers this has meant the need to focus production on niche markets and to move from
Fordist mass production to post-Fordist- flexible production systems that emphasise small
batches of high quality customised products. Accompanying this shift is an increasing
awareness within industry of the need to respond flexibly and rapidly to changing customer
demands.

In this increasingly cornpetitrve environment marketing and retailing arrangements are
becoming critical to firm success. Close contact with customers has become increasingly
important, promoting new forms of retailing arrangements, and a growing understanding of
the role retail arrangements play' in satisfying consumer demand. At the same time, the growth
in batch production for niche markets has created room for small enterprises to effectively
compete with larger firms in producing for increasingly fragmented markets. Internationally,
small firms have found that their competitive position can be strengthened through geographic
clustering into what are sometimes called Industrial Districts. Clustered firms co-operate
around a range of issues such as input purchasing, marketing and exporting. Finally , a shift to
flexible production has been reflected in informalisation, the systematic shifting of production
into the informal sector.

These trends - the shifting basis of competition, the growth in flexible production, widening
opportunities for small enterprises and growing informalisation - are particularly obvious in
the clothing sector. They are especially relevant in South Africa where competition from low
cost producers in Asia is forcing local clothing enterprises to concentrate production on high
quality , high fashion garments for upper market segments in order to retain a share of the
domestic market. This study attempts to determine to what extent the behaviour of a particular
group of clothing enterprises - the small, mostly informal clothing enterprises operating at the
Essenwood Craft Market - reflects these global trends.

The activities of the Essenwood clothing enterprises were found to reflect the shift in the
nature of competition, and particularly the growing importance of retailing and marketing
arrangements for competitiveness. The enterprises were targeting niche markets , and
emphasising product quality and design innovation. Retailing through the Craft Market
allowed these small enterprises to benefit from an environment conducive to consumption,
while facilitating close contact with customers. The firms were not , however, taking
advantage of the clustering of retail arrangements to co-operate with one another on matters of
mutual interest. The informal nature of these enterprises seemed to reflect a desire for
economic independence, rather than the negative effects of economic restructuring, or a
strategic shift of production from the formal to the informal sector. The study suggests that
informal enterprises can be dynamic and growth-orientated, and questions whether the White
Paper on Small Business recognises this. Useful support for dynamic, growth-orientated
informal enterprises could include domestic and export marketing support, and the facilitation
of co-operation between enterprises to encourage improved purchasing and lobbying power.
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CHAPTER 1:

Introduction and Methodology

Every Saturday a small. quiet municipal park in Musgrave, an upmarket suburb of Durban, is

transformed into a vibrant and bustling market in which small, mostly informal businesses sell

their wares directly to the public . Every week this scene is played out in numerous venues

throughout Durban , as open spaces are temporarily transformed into centres of economic (and

social) activity. Such flea markets or craft markets as they are variously known come in many

guises. Markets are highly differentiated in terms of the income groups they attract and the

level of product innovation they display. Parks, parking-lots, thoroughfares (including major

roads), halls, warehouses and stables can all form market venues as tables and chairs are set

up to accommodate retailers . Markets are set up in the city centre, in outlying suburbs, in

tourist areas and in small towns . They can operate on anything from a daily to a monthly

basis, during the day or at night , outdoors or indoors. Stall-holders can be formal business

owners looking for a way to increase sales and publicise their products, or informal traders

who may variousl y be eking out a living , supplementing formal income or prospering at the

expense of the taxman. Products range from mass produced items "Made in Taiwan" to

process-intensive, hand-crafted items. Customers are drawn to markets in search of bargains

as much as in search of unusual, quality keepsakes. What all markets appear to have in

common, however, is that they are a growing phenomenon, increasing in number, size and

popularity.

1.1 Focus of the Studv

This study seeks to explain the growth and activity of informal markets gy examining the

trend within the context of a particular group of small enterprises operating at a particular type

of market. A scan of several markets in the Durban area £uggested that clothing stalls form a
-----

large portion of the activity at these markets . In view of the fact that the clothing sector is one

of the areas which has been researched by the KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Industrial Restructuring

Project based in the Centre for Social and Development Studies at the University of Natal , it



was decided to use these enterprises as the focus of the study. In order to reduce the study to

manageable proportions. attention was focused on the clothing stalls at just one market.

The Essenwood Craft Market operates out of the Berea Park in Musgrave every Saturday

between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.. The market. which aims to provide an outlet for high quality goods

with an emphasis on craft produced items. targets upper-middle income customers (pers.

comrn.' ). About 200 stalls showcase a range of goods and services, from foods to upholstery;

from photography to hand-crafted glassware; from fresh cut flowers to children's toys. Just

under a quarter of the stalls a~ the Essenwood Craft Market sell clothing.

For several reasons the Essen wood Craft Market was considered the best market around which

to base the study. Firstly, the small size of the market made it a more manageable option given

the requirements of the dissertation and the limits of time . Secondly, the organiser of the

market had expressed an interest in participating in such a study. Thirdly, the craft orientation

of this particular market meant that the enterprises trading there were more likely to be small ,

informal enterprises dependent on the market for accessing customers, as opposed to large,

formal enterprises operating market stalls in addition to formal retail outlets. Finall y, the

stated focus of the Essenwood Craft Market is on innovative. design-intensive craft products

aimed at the upper income groups. This made it ideal for the purposes of examining the

growth of markets within the context of shifting global consumption patterns, the rise of

flexib le production, and the proposed shift of South African clothing production towards

upper market niches in the face of growing international competition from low cost producers.

1.2 Background AssumDtio ns~

The starting point of this dissertation is the assumption that the growth in markets. and in

particul ar the growth in upmarket craft markets. as well as the activities of enterp rises

operating at these markets, reflects wider trends in the global economy. The central trend

I Interview with Jennet Brown. organiser of the Essenwood Craft Market
2 This section provides a concise summary of the theoretical basis for this study, discussed in detail in Chapters 2,
3 and 4. There is an extensive literature around the shifting trends in demand and production, see for example
Harvey 1989: Kaplinsky 1994 and Womack and Jones 1996. For more detailed referencing. please consult the
aforementioned chapters.

2



characterising industrial production globally is a shift in international consumption patterns

which reflects itself in a shift in production arrangements. This shift is variously described as

being from Fordism to post-Fordism, from mass production to flexible specialisation and

batch production, and from "old competition" to "new competition".

Growing international prosperity. combined with the forces of globalisation are increasingly

bringing about changes in consumption patterns, creating a demand for greater product variety

and quality . Improved international communication means the rapid transmission of new

trends from any part of the g!obe to consumers throughout the world . For a widening section
r

of the population disposable incomes are increasing, and price alone is no longer the deciding

factor in consumption. For producers this means the need to identify niche markets and to

move from Fordist mass production to a post-Fordist production system emphasising small

batches of high quality customised products. Accompanying this shift is an increasing

awareness within industry of the need to respond flexibl y and rapidly to changing customer

demands.

These shifts clearly have implications for firms wishing to succeed in the new competitive

environment. While there are obvious implications in terms of the type of product produced

and the organisation of production, other issues such as marketing and retailing arrangements,

the optimum size and the nature of successful firms are also receiving increasing attention.

Close contact with customers becomes increasingly important, promoting new forms of retail

arrangements, and growing attention to the role retail arrangements play in satisfying

consumer demand. The growth in batch production creates room for small enterprises to

effect ively compete with larger firms in producing for increasingly fragmented markets. An

associated trend in the nature of enterprises is apparent in what is known as informalisation,

the systematic shifting of production into the informal sector.

These trends - the shifting basis of competition, the growth in flexible production, widening

opportunities for small enterprises and growing informalisation - are particularly obvious in

the clothing sector. They are especially relevant in South Africa where competition from low

cost producers in Asia is forcing local clothing enterprises to concentrate production on high

.,
-'



quality, high fashion garments for upper market segments in order to retain a share of the

domestic market. This study attempts to determine to what extent the behaviour of a particular

group of clothing enterprises - small, mostl y informal enterprises operating out of a craft

market targeting upper market segments - reflects these global trends.

1.3 Research Questions

Drawing on the background assumptions discu ssed above. specifi c questions which will be

investigated in an attempt to exp lain the activities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing

enterprises are:

• Firstl y, to what extent are the activities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms a

reflection of shifts in the broader competitive environment? More specifically:

• On what basis are the enterprises in question competing? How important is quality

and variety versus price? How innovative are these enterprises in terms of product

design?

• How responsi ve are these enterprises to changing customer demands?

• How important are marketing arrangements to the success of the enterprises?

• What is the nature of inter-firm relationships:

• Do these relationships reflect the high levels of co-operation with suppliers (in this

case also Cut Make and Trim -CMT- operators') usually associated with flexib le

specialisation? Is there any indication of co-operation between competing

enterprises. as outlined in the industrial distr ict model?

• More broadly, what is the nature of linkages between the informal clothing

enterprises at the Essenwood Craft Market. and the formal secto r?

• How well do the theoretical causes of informalisation explain the actual activity the

clothing enterprises at the Essenwood craft market. More specifically:

• How important is the demand created by the upmarket Essenwood Craft Market

in explaining the existence of the clothing enterprises in question?

3 CMT operators are involved in only the product ion aspects of clothing manufacture, and usually operate as
subcontractors to full manufacturers. or to design houses or independent retailers.

4



• To what extent do the informal activities at the Essenwood Craft Market reflect

political discontent. and an attempt to disengage from the broader socio

economic environment?

• To what extent do the activities of these firms retlect an "economic crisis",

particularly in the clothing sector. whereby economic restructuring is forcing

people into the informal sector? More specifically. are informal entrepreneurs

predominantly involuntary entrants into the informal sector, excluded from the

formal sector by retrenchments and lack of employment opportunities?

Alternatively. ha~ restructuring given rise to new opportunities which are being

captured by informal operators?

• Do these firms reflect strategic informalisation as a cost-cutting response to

increased competition from low wage countries, or as a means of escaping the

high levels of unionisation in the formal clothing sector?

• What role has. and can , the White Paper on Small Business play in the development of

innovative small enterprises targeting the upper end of the market? How does the White

Paper intend to balance equity with sustainable growth in its support of small enterprises ?

• Two questions sum up the focus of the study:

• Firstl y. how do the responses of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms to

changing market conditions compare to those of firms in the broader South African

clothing industry?

• On balance, are the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms (as has been assumed

throughout this study) focusing on the upmarket route to competitiveness, or is

informalisation in fact a reflection of a continuing emphasis on price competition?

1.4 Research Methodologv

The study was initiated by a survey of the literature identified as relevant to the basic

assumptions of the stud y. Initiall y the emphasis was on post-Fordist production, small

enterprises and the South African clothing industry. As the study progressed the literature

review was expanded to include literature on informal enterprises. and the consumption

aspects of post-Fordism. A scan was also made of newspaper articles relating to flea and craft

markets in Durban. The aim of the literature review was to form a theoretical framework



within which the activities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing enterprises could be

examined.

The pnmary research portion of this ' study consisted of a questionnaire-based survey and

several semi-structured interviews. conducted both telephonically and in ·person. Key

informant interviews-l were conducted with Jennet Brown. the organiser of the Essenwood

Craft Market and Alan Wheeler, Manager of the Informal Trading Department of the Durban

Metropolitan Council. Those enterprises selling clothing (excluding knitted garments) at the

Essenwood Craft Market forr:ned the target population for the survey. As it was impossible to

conduct interviews at the mark et while stall-holders were dealing with customers. and due to

logistical problems in setting up intervie ws elsewhere, the survey was conducted by means of

a self-administered questionnaire'. Questions revolved around the background of the stall

holder. the history and operation of the enterprise, production arrangements, relationships

with other enterprises. and exporting. As the total population of clothing enterprises at the

market in question is quite small (forty two stalls ), questionnaires were handed to the entire

population. with the exception of two potential respondents who refused to accept the

questionnaire. Despite weekly follow-ups at the market over a four week period, as well as

telephonic reminders where possible. response was slow. In part this can be attributed to the

poor timing of the survey (a function of the academic year and personal commitments), which

was conducted over the Christmas period, traditionally the busiest market period. Several

stall-holders followed this busy period by going on vacation, making follow-ups more

difficult. In one case a questionnaire was completed telephonically. An eventual response rate

of 50% was obtained.

For purpose of analysis respondents were classified as either producers or non-producers,

depending on whether they were involved in both the design and retail aspects of production,

or simply retailed garments produced by another enterprise. Surveys were completed by

sixteen producers and five non-producers. This classification was complicated by the casual

nature of the craft market whereby informal arrangements prevailing between producers and

.j For an outline of the interview questions see Appendix C.
5 See Appendix B for a copy of the questionnaire.

6



stall-holders or sellers often determines whether the seller considers herse lf an 'agent' , or

simply an 'assistant'. The problem was resolved based on self-classification. The system

worked well in that those who classified themselves as agents or importers were unable to

answer any questions on production issues . On the other hand. those stall -holders selling on

behalf of the producer were either familiar with the production process. or handed the

questionnaire to the producer for completion. Clearly. to most of those so classified, being an

' agent' implied a more formal relationship with the producer. Producing enterprises were

further divided into 'manufacturing -reta ilers '. where production was internally managed by

the entrepreneur. and 'design,er: retailers' . where the entrepreneur designed and sold garments

which were physically produced by a CMT operator". Eight manufacturing-retailers and eight

designer-retailers completed the questionnaire. Results of the survey were analysed using the

SPSS statistica l computer package.

Given that such a high proportion (50%) of the so-called "producers" actuall y used CMT

operators it became necessary to broaden the study slightly. A series of brief telephonic

interviews7 were conducted in order to examine these links more thoroughly. The particular

emphasis was on determining whether these relationships represented links between the

formal and informal sector. or rather links within the informal sector. Information was

gathered on a tota l of five CMT enterprises. Interviews were conducted directly with three

CMT operators. while in two cases stall-holders who were reluctant to identify their CMT

operator were questioned on the relationship instead. While hardly ideal. the nature of the

information sought made this an acceptable alternative.

Finally. a scan was done of the flea market population in Durban in order to compile an

overview of the prevalence and importance of this type of retailing arrangement. Market

organisers were asked ten questions providing statistical information on the size and age of

their market.

6 The term inology used for categorising the various enterprises was se lected to reflect, as c learly as possible, the
~ature of.the ir acti~i t ies. !his te rm.inol~gy will be used throughout the study to avoid confusion.

An outline of the mtervrew questions IS attached as Appendix C.

7
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1.4.1 Limitations of the Studv

While this study has served its purpose. and yielded interesting and thought-provoking

information on the nature of the activities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing enterprises.

its limitations need to be defined. These limitations revolve around the size of the survey, and

the nature of the data collected.

Firstly. although the 50% response rate is comparatively good as a percentage, the small

initial population size resulted in a relatively small respondent population of twenty one stall

holders. An informal scan of the non-respondent population suggested that there is little to.
differentiate it from the respondent population in terms of any obvious criteria such as age,

gender or race of stall-holders. or type of product and activity. Nonetheless, a small data pool

does influence the confidence with which statistical results can be viewed.

Secondly, the informal nature of most of the enterprises contributed to a reluctance to co

operate based on an unwillingness to become involved with what was percei ved as a formal

study. A letter of introduction from the market organiser. coupled with personal introductions

in some instances. was an essential step in establishing trust and facilitating the survey.

Nonetheless, several stall-holders expressed reservations based on survey questions about

turnover and profit. In most cases it was possible to allay fears by assurances of anonymity,

although in the final instance it was impossible to include data on sensitive issues such as

turnover as so man y respondents simply ignored these questions. This reluctance to answer

sensitive questions. coupled with incomplete questionnaires (due in some cases to inadequate

record keeping) has further limited the extent to which the data can stand up to ngorous

statistical anal ysis.

Having taken these limitations into consideration. the data gathered was nonetheless felt to be

suitable for the nature of the study. Given the exploratory, rather than strictly hypothesis

based nature of the study. the twenty one completed surveys were considered an adequate

population on which to base the study. The data gathered provided a sufficiently broad

overview of the activities of the enterprises in question, and has contributed to a qualitative

understanding of the underlying trends . A rigorous quantitative assessment of the activities of



such enterprises would require the extension of the survey to other, similar markets in order to

capture a larger survey population.

1.4.2 The Issue of Confidentiality .

Many. if not most enterprises which operate at flea or craft markets are not formally

registered. As with other sectors of the informal market. such enterprises are reluctant to be

brought to the attention of officialdom. Surveys with stall-holders and interviews with CMTs

were conducted on the understanding that this position would be respected and confidentiality

assured. Consequently. no l~st of survey respondents and interviewees is included in this

report. For the researcher this is the only way that a position of trust can be established in

order to facilitate a better understanding of the often hidden informal sector. which by some

counts contributes as much as 40% to South Africa's GDp8 (Rogerson 1996).

1.5 Outline of the Studv

The study outlines the theoretical basis for the research before detailing the findings of the

survey which are then analysed in terms of the theoretical framework. Chapter 2 looks at the

shift from mass production to a post-Fordist model of flexible production. The implications of

flexible specialisation for labour. small businesses and developing countries is commented on .

Chapter 3 examines the influence of flexible specialisation on the informal economy before

looking at its effect on the clothing industry. Chapter 4 details the consumption aspects of

post-Fordism inherent in the term "New Competition", and moves on to examine the concept

of flea and craft: markets. As well as a general overview of such markets. the rise of markets in

Durban. and the Essenwood Craft Market in particular is discussed. Chapter 5 outlines the

findings of the survey of the Essenwood Craft: Market clothing firms, as well as the findings

of the CMT portion of the study. Chapter 6 analyses the findings of the study in terms the

global trends outlined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Finally, Chapter 7 offers some concluding

comments on the development potential of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing enterprises.

8 Rogerson (1996) states that most estimates of the informal sector's contribution to GOP ranzes from 8% to
12%. The Central Statistical Service (CSS) estimates the contribution at about 8%. '"
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CHAPTER 2:

The Shifting Face of Industrial Development

The face of industrial development is not constant. but is shaped by the economic and social

forces of the time. This chapter briefly examines the changing nature of consumer demand.

before outlining the shift from a Fordist model of industrial development to post-Fo rdism or

flexible specialisation. Finally the implications of the new model for labour, small enterprises

and deve loping countries is considered.

2.1 Shifting Paradigms in Indu strial Development

A predominant theme in contemporary debates around industrial development concerns the

apparent shift in the nature of the industrial model from the early 1970's onwards (Kaplinsky

1994a; Piore & Sabel 1984). Increasingly. from this period onwards. changes in consumer

demand placed pressure on industry to make adjustments to the type and nature of the

products they were producing if their hold on markets was to be maintained. Inevitably,

changes in the nature of products brought with it changes in the nature of the optimum

production process. An altered production process in tum provided incentives to reconsider

work organisation. including the locus of managerial control, intra- and inter-organisation

communicat ions and relations. and the division of labour (Kaplinsky 1994a; Womack & Jones

1996) .

It is around these changes. in the nature of products, production and work organisation that

current industrial debates tend to be situated. As pointed out by Amin (1994) the literature

around the supposed "nevi ' parad igm in industrial development is far from defi nit ive, and is

still classed very much as a debate. Discussion abounds as to whether these changes do in

fact represent a distinct shift to a new phase of capitalist development. or merely an evolution

of complementary forms of industrial organisation (Amin 1994; Kaplinsky 1994a; Tomaney

1994). If one accepts that some sort of definitive shift is underway, what are the nature and

defining characteristics of the evolving industrial pattern? Questions are raised as to what this

means for those involved in both prod uction and consumption - for labour, for small
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businesses. and for developing countries. The purpose of this chapter is, through a review of

some of the extensive literature. to identi fy a theoretical foundation for the study in question

by touching on some of these debates and key themes. In Chapter 5 we will draw on this

theoretical framewo rk in order to better understand how the emergence of clo thing enterprises

at craft markets is situated within the wider tapestry of industrial developmentin the global

context. in South Africa, and at the level of the clothing industry itself.

What then are the paradigms (or eras, or phases) of indus trial deve lopment, under disc ussio n?

The ascendancy of mass production as the industrial model of the post World War II "Golden.
Age" of capitalism is widely accepted (Harvey 1989; Kaplinsky 1994a). What is less broadly

agreed upon is the nature of the emerging model , which is built around a demand for more

distinctive feature-intensive products. If we refer to the post-war era as one of mass

production, then we might consider the currently emerging era as one of " flexible

specialisation" (Piore & Sabel 1984). Ret1ecting the bias of the writer, the new era has

variously (and amongst others) been referred to as one of " lean production" (Womack &

Jones 1996), "World Class Manufacturing" (Schonberger 1996) or "new competi tion" . The

varying nomenclature and its implications for the debate will be touched upon throughout this

paper. Before looking at both the mass production and flexible specialisation paradigms in

more detail. some space will be given to the changing nature of consumer demand, which in

the economic equation of suppl y and demand, is the counterpart of the shifting production

model.

2.2 The Changing Nature of Consumer Demand

An understanding of the evolution of consumer demand from the first part of this century until

the present is a necessary foundation to an analysis of the industrial models which optimally

produce the goods to satisfy this demand. From early this century, and particu larly in the

years after the Second World War, consumer demand was rooted in a desire for low cost,

standard feature goods. with an emphasis on functionality and efficiency. Slowly, however,

this began to change as demand diversi fied, and product quality and features, rather than price

became the key to market control (Fine & Leopold 1993; Harvey 1989). "Keeping up with the

Jones'" went from meaning owning the identical products to possessing a more interesting,
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innovative and attractive product. A 1971 essay usefully highlights the shift in consumer

demand by identifying the consumer movement as:

..... a product of economic evolution. It is an aspect of the transition

from a producer's economy to a consumer's economy: from an

economy of scarcity to one of plenty; and, with certain limitations,

from a seller's market to a buyer ' s market (Dameron 1971: 6)."'

In this buyer's market producers must look to product quality. innovation and differentiation

as a means of satisfying a more demanding consumer (Kaplinsky I994a).

,
The explanation for this shift in consumer demand is multi-faceted. Harvey (1994 ) attributes it

in part to the 1960's cultural revolution with its rejection of the excessive functionality and

rationality of design. This era of protest brought with it a rejection of materialism and

consumerism, and a greater selectivity in consumption patterns. Globalisation, as epitomised

by a growth in rapid communication links between the far-flung reaches of the globe, brought

a greater awareness of diversity in life-styles and fashion. encouraging both more varied and

more rapidl y changing consumer demand (Harvey 1989). Rising per capita incomes in both

developed and developing countries served simultaneously to make price less important in

limiting demand. and to force producers to search for ways, other than through price

competition, to capture market shares (Kaplinsky 1994a). Interestingly, Sassen (1994) links

the demand for standardised products in the post-World War II era to the large middle class

that dominated the economic affairs of that time, suggesting that economic polarisation

increasingly differentiates the demand for goods . In the United States at least , the recession of

the first half of the 1970 ' s which whittled away at the middle class , coupled with the inflow of

poor immigrants from both South America and the Far East contributed to just such a

polarisation.

Amin (1994 ) observes that in the post-Fordist era it is no longer possible to separate economic

and production issues (post-Fordism). from issues of culture, life-style and consumption (post

modernism). Commodities are no longer valued simply for their functional utility, but

increasingly for their aesthetic 'utility' (Harvey 1989: Fine & Leopold 1993). This idea is

strongly linked to the growing demand for "symbolic capital", those "luxury goods attesting
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the taste and distinction of the owner" (Bourdieu" in Harvey 1994: 374). If prod ucers are to

survive in this new competitive environment. they must turn their atte ntion from an emp hasis

on functionality and cost. to versatility and aesthetic appeal (Fine & Leopold 1993). This

recognition that changes in the competitive environment lies at the heart of changes in the

organisation of production. brings us to ano ther dichotom y applied to the mass production /

t1exible specialisation debate: that of rold co mpetition" versus "new competition".

2.3 The Mas s Production Model

When price is the primary determinant of market demand. control of markets rests on the
,

ability of the enterprise to produce as man y of a good as possible. as cheaply as possible. It

was with this situation that industry was faced in the Golden Age of standardised

consumption, and over time a model of industry evolved which most efficiently met the needs

of that particular market' ". Gi ven the demand situation which rested on price, economies of

scale became a key determinant of profitability for industry (Kaplinsky I994a). Capital

investment was high, and mo ving production lines with high levels of automation were

introduced to increase productivity levels. The standardised nature of products lent itself to

repetitive production processes. with workers and machinery specialising in narrow areas of

production. Labour, in this scenario. became little more than another cog in the machinery of

production: leve ls of skill were low and specific, tasks highly specialised and cos ts in the form

of wages. although rising. were kept to a minimum. (Amin 1994; Kaplinsky 199 1; Kaplinsky

1994a). The epitome of successful mass production remains Henry Ford's assembly line

production of automobiles in the 1920 's and 1930's, which leads to frequent references to the

era of mass production as the Fordist era (Amin 1994).

For a time the mass production or Fordist system was a highly efficient one, relying for its

stability on what Jessop ( 1994) refers to as a "virtuous circle of growth", whereby increasing

productivity led to increasing profitability, which facilitated increasing investment and

increasing wages. which in turn created increases in demand. Increased demand combined

~oBourdieu, P. (1977) Outline ofa T~leo/:v. ofPractice. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Harvey (1989) notes that the relationship between production and consumption is not linear - mass production

encouraged mass consumption's . just as the less differentiated demand of mass consumption encouraged mass
production.



with increased investment generated technological advances and economies of scale, raising

productivity. Importantly however it should be noted that the system was kept afloat by the

benefits of productivity increases which rested on advances made in the techno logy of

asse mb ly line productio n and specialisation of machine. These benefits could only be reaped

as long as producers cou ld concentrate production on a narrow product line (Kap linsky

1994a). which depended on consumer demand being relati vely standardised and concentrated.

2.4 Post-Fordism: An Overview

As the demand for standardised products began to splinter into a more different iated form of
,

market demand, the inadequacies of the old mass production system in meeting the needs of

consumers became apparent. A system where efficiencies were built on economies of sca le

ran into prob lems when called upon to produce sma ller batches of products of varying desig n

and features . Special purpose machinery and assembly line production were not well suited to

a multi-faceted production process (Kaplinsky 1994a: Womack & Jones 1996). Over time it

became apparent that existing firms were adjusting (and new firms springing up) in order to

respond more efficiently to the changing market signals (Schonberger 1996; Womack & Jones

1996). To put it another way, firms began to re-align their manufacturing strategy in respo nse

to their changing firm strategies. dictated in turn by shifting market demand (Bessant &

Kaplinsky 1995). As we have noted in relation to Fordism, a model of optim um industrial

development can be viewed from different perspectives. for instance from a production or

from an organisational viewpoint. This is particularly apparent in regard to post-Fordism,

where we can include any number of enterprise responses and arrangements which overcome

the rigidities of the Fordist system, and enable industry to react f lexib ly to splintered and

rapidly shifting consumption patterns (Harvey 1989; Piore & Sabel 1984 1
'). This sect ion will

provide a brief overview of some of the features and demands of a system of "flexible

specialisation" as opposed to the system of mass production. Thereafter, the emerging debates

around key issues whic h are of relevance to this study will be disc ussed in more detail.

I I Harvey (1989) discusses internal tlexibility in terms of labour processes and labour markets, while Piore &
Sabel (1984) discuss external inter-firm arrangements in their "four faces of tlexible specialisation" - regional
conglomerations. federated enterprises. solar firms and workshop factories.
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Womack & Jones (1996: 239) summarise the key themes of lean production as revolving

around product development. production, supply chain management and customer relations

systems. Key to understanding the nature of the post-Fordist regime is recognising that the

emerging system is based on the development of market niches. with a shift in consumer

emphasis from price to quality I:! and features as a selling point (Kaplinsky 1994a).

Furthermore. the style of product in demand changes rapidly. The design and marketing of

products takes on an importance unprecedented in the "seller's market" of mass production.

Customer focus becomes the key to success. with close customer contact facilitating rapid and

flexible firm responses to changes in demand (Kaplinsky 1994a: Schonberger 1996; Womack
,

& Jones 1996). A prime example of this is a firm such as Benneton which remains in close

computer contact with all its franchise stores world-wide, and dyes completed garments just

prior to shipping so as to be able to keep up to date with trends in fashion colours (Harrison

1994). If market share is to be retained, close customer contact must be complemented by a

prominent and ongoing concern with product innovation (Kaplinsky 1991; Womack & Jones

1996). At the same time. process innovation is of equal importance if firms are to be able to

respond rapidly and flexibly to customer demands. To this end technological developments,

particularly in the area of information systems and flexible computer controlled automation

are very important (Amin 1994: Kaplinsky 1991). Innovation can be seen in an even broader

sense to include any development which supports flexible responsiveness such as new forms

of work organisation, management and communication technologies (Amin 1994).

Amin (1994: 20) states that in the emerging model production relies on "skills, flexibility and

networking between task-specialist units in order to produce changing volumes and

combinations of goods without incurring productivity losses". This means that in post-Fordist

production economies of scope, rather than scale. become crucial to profitability, so that firms

strive to develop systems and organisational arrangements which promote rapid and cost

effective switching between the production of a variety of goods (Kaplinsky 1994a; Womack

& Jones 1996. Schonberger 1996). Flexibility in production requires of the firm new forms of

intra- and inter-firm organisation. In the post-Fordist firm workers are increasingly important

12 Schonberger (1996: 16) suggests that in the 1990s competitive advantage has "shifted from quality to value:
high quality for a low price".
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in the production process. with functions such as quality control and innovation no longe r the

sole purvey of manag ement. Thus the locus of control is less centralised, and lines of

communicati ons between workers and management less forma l (Kaplinsky 1994a; Womack

& Jones 1996). Rather than centring on a moving production line with specialised workers.

flexible specialisation lends itself to multi -skilled employees working in production learns

(Amin 1994: Schonberger 1996). Rapid changes in demand and production means that inputs

vary , and inventories can no longer be purchased well in advanced and stock-piled. Pioneered

by the Japanese auto-manufacturers. J-I-T. o~ just-in-time productio n. becomes the ideal. The

system reduc es inventory holdings by ensuring that components are ordered and delivered
,

"just-in-time" to be processed (Kaplinsky 1994a; Womack & Jones 1996). In order to foster

innovation and meet changing demand, relationships between producer and suppliers become

both more intense and more reciproca l. with information flowing from produce r to supplier

(Kaplinsky 1991 ). There is a shift from short-term. arms-length, relationships with suppliers

to long -term. committed relati onship s more suited to ongo ing innovation and improvements in

product quality.

The theory of flexible specialisation first developed by Piore and Sabel (1984) was closely

linked to a re-emergence of "craft production". This raises an important aspect of post

Fordism, which will be investigated further in a later section: the potential for small

enterprises to compete with large firms where previousl y they were excluded due to their

inability to reap the benefits of scale economies necessary to compete on the basis of price .

Finall y. it sho uld be noted that post -Fordism, is not an uncontested concept. A key issue

amongst such critical debat es is whether history can in fact be divided into clear phases of

development. This criticism is particularly clear in the Marxist school of thought, where the

evolutionary development of history is emphasised (Amin 1994). Piore and Sabe l (1984) have

come under particular attack for the way they juxtapose mass production and flexi ble

specialisation as two opposites of industrial production. thus ignoring the diversity of

production arrangements which firms use to adapt to changing market conditions (Amin

1994). By proposing such a dichotomy. the nature of continual industrial transformation is

ignored (To maney 1994). Kaplinsky (1994a) summarises the argument as being about
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whether the new elements of competitiveness are a substitute for past patterns of production,

or whether they are complementary. Schonberger (1996: 116) encapsulates the latter position,

claiming that "(rmass production is not dead or dying". He argues that industry is successfully

learning to combine mass production and flexible production techniques 111 mass

customisation. thus meeting customer demand for product variety while still capturing

economies of scale.

On another level. the idea of post-F ordism o~ flexible specialisation as largely positive forces

which open up new possibilities for previously marginalised groups has been criticised
,

(Harrison 1994). The belief that the emerging model is largely beneficial for both labour and

small businesses is discussed and critiqued in more detail in the following section.

2.5 Impl ications of Post-Fordism

The aspects of post-Fordism or flexible specialisation which we outlined above are broadly

linked to the emergence of a new style of industrial development which can more efficiently

meet the changing requirements of consumer markets. Changes in industrial process and

organisational arrangements do not occur in a vacuum howe ver. and in this section some of

the implications of post-Fordism for the participants in industrial production will be

investigated.

2.5.1 Labour

As has been mentioned. post-Fordist production rests on a more flexible organisation of both

the technological and human inputs into the production process. The need for production

flexibility and constant innovation requires a work-force able to contribute more than could

the narrowly specialised worker of the Fordist automated production model. The flexib le

specialisation paradigm envisages a multi-skilled, integrated work-force, where a decline in

barriers between management and both skilled and unskilled workers promotes, through an

improved t10\V of knowledge. innovation in process and design (Amin 1994; Kaplinsky

1994a; Womack & Jones 1996; Schonberger 1996). These writers comment on benefits

accruing to workers through the new organisation of labour, including skills-enhancement.
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more satisfying work. elimination of unnecessary procedures. greater recognition for

contributions to production and general dem ocratisation of the work-place.

Theories of the democratisation of the work-place are offset. however, by the view that new

forms of work organisation can serve to intensifv value-creating work. and to shift the balance
~ - ~

of power in the work-place. with employers taking advantage of high unemployment and

weakened unions to push for greater workplace flexibility and more flexible contracts (Harvey

1989. Kap linsky 1994a). The increased co-operation with labour necessitated by new forms of

work organisation is not inherently beneficial to workers. Rather, changes in the way labour is

dealt with amounts to finding new. and more successful forms of controlling work in an era
~ ~

where workers are demanding more satis fying work. rather than a real shift in power relatio ns

(Tornaney 1994). It has been pointed out that broadening the scope of tasks a worker is

competent to perform does not neces sarily equate with "enskilling" work, any more than

involving workers in the innovation process equates with empo wering workers, if control over

working conditions and decision making processes remain firml y in the hands of management

(Tomaney 1994).

Another contentious issue in the implications of post-F ordism for labour is that of the stability

and continuity of emplo yment. While under the Fordist system labour was considered a cost

to be minimised. in the post-Fordist system labour becomes an asset to be maximised

(Kaplinsky 1994a). The implication is that while labour turno ver was often a ploy used by

Fordist industrialists to keep wages low, in post-Fordism the need to invest in workers ' skills

means that long service is encouraged (Kaplinsky 1994a). However. from another perspective,

a less standardised demand means fluctuating markets. which increases the instabilitv of
~ .

demand faced by post-Fordist firms. If they are to cope they must maintain flexibility, which

implies a less permanent workforce. This dilemma has been solved in some instances by the

separation of the post-Fordist labour-force into a core post-Fordist (permanent) and peripheral

Fordist (contingent) workforce (Harrison 1994: Harvey 1989). So while proponents of the

flexible specialisation model suggest that divis ions within the work-force hierarchy are

reced ing, critics suggest that decentralisation of production and the core-periphery division of

the work-force is in fact entrenching a greater polarisation of the work-force (Harrison 1994).
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The core-periphery division of labour has further negative implications for labour in terms of

the working conditions experienced by the two groups. Core positions are withi n the down

sized. or "lean" companies of the formal sector. Such jobs are often well paid with good

benefits. and offer job-satisfaction and security (Harvey 1989). The flip-side of this scenario is

the growth of small. often informal enterprises which exist primarily to produce inputs for

"lean" companies. For these peripheral workers, working conditions are often very bad, with

non-union ised. marginalised, wo men workers making up the bulk of employees in many

industries . Skills levels are low and opportunities for training rare. Hours are long, wages poor
,

and benefits non -existent. More importantly, perhaps, jobs are insecure in order to introduce

the flexibility required by firms producing for the era of "new competition" (Fernandez-Kelly

& Garcia 1989 ; Harrison 1994; Sassen 1994).

Clearly. flex ible production holds both positive and negative imp lications for labour.

Kaplinsky (l994b) points out that there are labour-friendly and labour-unfriendly approaches

to flexibility. and in the end the domestic policy environment will playa part in determining

which approach predominates.

2.5,2 Small Enterprises

Much of the discussion around the implications of the emerging industrial regime has centred

around the potential for small enterprises to prosper under a model of flexible specialisation

(Nadvi & Schmitz 1994: Piore & Sabel 1984: Schmitz & Musyck 1993: Sverrisson 1992) . In

a competitive environment where batch production becomes the norm, and innovation and

flexibility the keys to success. small enterprises may be able to explo it economies of scope to

comp ete successfully with the larger enterprises which have traditionally dominated mass

markets (Humphrey 1995). Small enterprises are envisaged as having a role to playas

independent producers. as sub-contractors to large firms and as co-operating networks of

geographically localised firms (Rasmussen et at 1992). According to this viewpoint. flexible

specialisation introduces a new. more central role for small enterprises in the economy:

"In the form of flexible specialisation. small-scale industry has

demonstrated its economic and political strength, not in peripheral
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activities but in the engine room of capitalism; not in times of easy

growth but in times of crisis.' (Rasmussen et al 1992: 2)

This optimism about the potential of small enterprises is somewhat dampened by writers such

as Harrison (1994) who attribute any increase in the number of small enterprises to the

strategic downsizing and decentralising of large firms. Thus. rather than an increase in the

number of small enterprises suggesting dynamism in this sector, it suggests that large

enterprises are adapting to a changing business environment by specialising in core

competencies. and outsourcing many of their former functions. Harrison (1994) is quick to
,

point out that while this may signify a decentralisation in production, control is seen to remain

with larger firms. Some proponents of flexible specialisation recognise this. offering a more

nuanced view of flexible specialisation. Two alternative "paths" to flexible specialisation are

identified (Kaplinsky 1991. Rasmussen et al 1992). The first is found in large firms and

involves both internal reorganisation and closer co-operation and co-ordination with suppliers

and sub-contractors. often in the form of semi-autonomous production units. The second path

more closely approximates the craft production on which Piore and Sabel (1984) based their

theories of the emerging industrial model. This path involves small firms co-operating 111

sharing costs such as marketing. design and raw material procurement, as well as 111

producing, particularly to fill large orders.

The small firms ' path to flexible specialisation is often associated with what some call

industrial districts or industrial clusters (1 advi & Schmitz 1994; Piore & Sabel 1984; Schmitz

& Musych 1993). These terms are used to describe the sectoral and spatial clustering of small

firms which. through co-operation. have been able to reap the gains of "collective efficiency",

and capture economies of both scale and scope in order to successfully compete with much

larger firms (Humphrey 1995; Schmitz & Musych 1993). Firms in this model are

characterised by their small size. and their close relations, built around co-operation and

complementarity. rather than around unfettered competition. Firms co-operate around issues

such the acquisition of raw materials. training of workers. marketing and filling orders.

Production is flexible in that batch production of limited-run goods is the norm (Capecchi
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1989; Schmitz 1993). Industrial districts, while first described in a European context, are also

found in developing countries (Nadvi & Schmitz 1994).

2.5.3 Developing Countries

It has been suggested that the flexible specialisation model IS of particular . relevance to

indu strial growth in develop ing countries in that it offers an alternative to the large firm.

cap ital -intensive. mass-production model of industrial development (Sverrisson 1992). In

developing countries where capit al and foreig n exchange shortages and poorly educ ated work

forces' r' are the norm. the potential for improving flexibility, productivity and profitability.
through skills enhancement. better work organisation and more positi ve working relations

between firms is particularly appealing (Kaplinsky I994a). The role of industrial cluste rs in

enhancing the competitiveness of small firms is particularly relevant in developing countries,

where low ent ry barriers make labour-intensive small fi rms a practical way of abso rbing

14surplus labour .

Concern is often voiced as to the vulnerable position in which develo ping countries find

themselves in relation to the developed world in terms of economic power. Sverrisso n (1992)

suggests that another attraction of the flexib le specialisation route to industrial development

for deve lop ing countries is that it does not require any revolutionary changes in either the

global economic order or existing domestic social arrangements to be successful. As

developing countries become increasingly integrated into the global economy, they beco me

much more vulnerable to shift ing patte rns of global demand. His torically, firms in developing

countries have been large and rigid, and slow to respond to both changing market signals and

to external and internal economic shocks. Industrial reorganisation along the lines of flexi ble

specia lisatio n is one way in which developing countries can improve overall economic

responsiveness (Kaplinsky 1994a : Rasmussen 1992).

13 It should be noted that ongoing competitiveness gains are thought to require technological advances and
innovation. This would obviously require a better educated labour force. Nonetheless, substantial productivity
gains are availab le through organisational changes: these are generally not skills intensive (Kaplinsky (99 1).
14 See Nadvi & Schmitz ( 1994) for a review of industrial clustering experiences in developing countries.
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Finally, it should be noted that the benefits of flexible specialisation for developing countries

are twofold. Firstly, industrial restructuring along the lines of flexible specialisation is

important in facilitating the survival and growth of developing country firms exposed through

liberalisation and globalisation to increased international competition. This scenario is often

associated with improved penetration of export markets (Bessant & Kaplinsky 1995;

Kaplinsky 1994a). On the other hand, flexible specialisation is also of relevance to the poor of

developing countries (Kaplinsky 1994b). This scenario usually revolves around small firms

producing low-cost functional goods for localmarkets (Rasmussen 1992).

,
2.6 Implications for the Study

Industrial development since World War II has been dominated by debates around the

emergence of a new industrial model known variously as post-Fordism, flexible specialisation

or new competition. Essentially these terms all refer to enterprise responses to shifts in the

nature of consumer demand , reflected primarily in a shift in the basis for competition from

price to quality, differentiation, innovation and a broad improvement in customer focus.

In terms of the study of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms, the theoretical issues

outlined in this chapter give rise to certain research questions:

• Firstly, to what extent are the activities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms a

reflection of shifts in the broader competitive environment? More specifically:

• On what basis are the enterprises in question competing? How important is quality

and variety versus price ? How innovative are these enterprises in terms of product

design?

• How responsive are these enterprises to changing customer demands?

• How important are marketing arrangements to the success of the enterprises?

• Secondly, what is the nature of inter-firm relationships? Do these relationships reflect the

high levels of co-operation with suppliers (in this case also CMT operators) usually

associated with flexible specialisation? Finally, is there any indication of co-operation

between competing enterprises, as outlined in the industrial district model ?

These questions which will be considered d th Ch 6in more ep in apter .
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CH APTER 3:

Flexible Specialisation. Inform ali sation and The Clothing Sector

The backbone of the emerging industrial regime. as discussed in the previous chapter. is the

ability to make rapid changes in production in response to shifts in demand. The improved

flexibility which is central to efficient production in an era of fragmented and volatile demand

can be achieved in a number of ways. While technological advances are often deemed

essential in achievi ng the level of flexibility required for ongo ing internat ional

competitiveness. organisational changes alone can bring about notable improvements 111

flexibility at relatively low cost (Kaplinsky 1994). Along with the reorganisation of

production processes, the training and multi-skilling of workers, closer intra-firm linkages and

J-I-T production. the division of the work-force into a permanent core and contingent

periph ery is freq uen tly used as a means of cheaply and rapidly introducing tlexibi lity into an

enterprise's work organisation (Harvey 1989). One of the ways in wh ich this flexibi lity 

enhancing core-periphery division manifests itself is in the informalisation of production .

This chapter will examine the relationship between the rise of flexible specialisation, and the

perceived growth of the informal sector. As a second part of this chapter we will briefly

consider the way in which global trends, including info rmalisation, are reflected in the

clothing industry. both globally and within South Africa. Finally. several research questions

arising from the theoretical discussion of informalisation and the clothing sector will be

outlined.

3.1 The Informal Economy lS

A useful starting poin t in defining the informal economy is to acknowledge, as do Portes et al

(1989: 1) in thei r formative work on the sector. the "ambiguity of its connotations". The

15 This section draws heavily on the papers included in A. Portes, M. Castells & L.A. Benton (eds.) (1989) The
Informal Economy : Studies in Advanced and Less Developed Countries. Baltimore: The John Hopkins
University Press. While the potential weaknesses inherent in drawing heavilv from one edited edition are
acknowledged. this volume proved invaluable in terms of the range of infor~al sector case stud ies it provided,
across deve loping and industria lised countries. and in a variety of sectors. Other references were of course
consulted to provide a balanced theoretical picture.



centrally recognised characteristic of the informal sector is its unregulated nature (Cas tells &

Portes 1989; Lozano 1983: Portes & Sassen-Koob 1987: Yamada 1996) . Portes et al (1989)

see small sca le. avoidance of state regu lations. flexible sites and use of family labour as some

of the important characteristics of the sector". However. the exact circumstances of the

informal sector. and the acti vities conducted under the ambit of the sector are open to debate.

The term has variously been taken to refer to both last-resort survival activities and to

dynamic protit-making acti vities (Meagher 1995; Portes et ai . 1989). The secto r is recognised

to exist both on the fringes of the formal ec~nomy, and to be integrally linked to the formal

sector (Latouche 1991; Portes & Sassen-Koob 1987). The informal sector includes both legal
,

and illegal unregulated acti vities. from clothing manufacturing to drug-trafficking (Castells &

Portes 1989; Latouche 1991 1
\ Those involved in the informal sector include marginalised

and poorly paid workers (Bened a 1989), and highly paid specialists benefiting from a second,

flexible and unreg ulated income (Benton 1989) . While some workers have been pushed into

the informal sector by a crisis in the formal sector, others have voluntari ly chosen to move

from the formal to the informal sector (Manning 1993: Portes & Sassen-Koob 1987; Yamada

1996 18
) . The terms used to describe the phenomenon - informal, underground, submerged or

secondary - while tending to emphasise different characteristics of the secto r. refer to

essentially the same set of enterprises (Portes et al 1989).

Whilst the informal economy has been most thoroughly investigated as a subs isten ce strategy

in developing countries, there has been growing interest in its existence in develo ped

countries (Castells & Portes 1989; Latouche 1991; Lozano 1983; Mingione 1983; Portes &

Sassen-Koob 1987). The growth of informalisation in high technology sectors such as the

electronics industry (Benton 1989. Sassen-Koob 1989), coupled with evide nce that

unregulated enterp rises can. in some instances. generate higher incomes than in the formal

16 The Portes et at ( 1989) definition discussed here suits the purpose of this study. Other definitions include
characteristics with different implications for which enterprises and individuals are included in the informal
sector. Manning ( 1993) uses the [La definition of the informal sector: ease of entry, reliance on indigenous
resources. family ownership. small scale. labour intensive and adaptive technology and skills acquired outside the
formal schooling system. Yamada ( 1996) includes the tlexibility of employment relationships in his definition.
17 Latouche ( 199 1:129) comments that the activities of the informal sector are "e-lezal if not actuallv illeaa l"
18 Notab ly. Yamada ( 1996) differentiate s between informal employment and self-el~ployment. He c-once~tra;es
on informal self-employment. and notes evidence of competitive earnings and voluntary entry into the informal
sector.
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sector (Portes & Sassen-Koob 1987). suggests a previously unrecognised dynamism in the

informal sector. Rather than simply being seen as a negative manifestation of poverty, the

informal economy. due to its less entrenched nature. is being seen as a means of injecting

greater flexibility into the broader economy (Meagher 1995). Far from existing solely on the

margins of society. informal activities are now recognised to form an integrated part of the

broader economic structure (Fernandez-Kelly & Garcia 1989). Apart from providing services

and inputs to formal enterprises. informal enterprises often play an important role in providing

low cost goods and services for poor commu?ities on a localised basis. Informal enterprises

are not limited to supporting roles, however. and have been seen to play an important role as

independent producers of good; for high level niche markets, often in the export sector (Portes

et aI1989).

Sassen-Koob ( 1989) points out that the informal enterprise can play either a socially desirable

or an exploitative role in society. depending on whether its raison d 'etre is to satisfy demand

within communities or to exploit pools of cheap and desperate labour in order to maximise

profits. In terms of the labour market, this juxtaposition of the positive and negative aspects of

the informal economy are conceptualised by Capecchi (1989) as being based on either

complicity or exploitation. depending on whether the employee enters the informal labour

market willingly in order to maximise personal gain. The dualistic nature of the informal

sector is further supported by observations that access to the informal sector is better for

better-off families (both economically and socially), while poorer families tend to get trapped

into subsistence activities within this sector.

3.1.1 [nformalisation versus the [nformal Economv

Having identified some of the key features of the informal economy, it is useful to consider

the implications of the term ' informalisation. While the informal sector has always existed,

' informalisation' is used to suggests a resurgence in the informal economy, which is becoming

increasingly integral to the way the formal sector organises production. It suggests a

systematic and in some cases strategic shift of certain phases of the production processes from

the formal to the informal sector (Meagher 1995). This is reflected in the growing

decentralisation of production. through subcontracting arrangements. from large formal firms



Ybarra ( 1989) discusses the possibility that the causes of informalisation lie within a more

political context. Individuals or families who are dissatisfied with or opposed to official

legislation see their economic objectives frustrated by the state. and create an alternative

socio-economic system which better satisfies their needs .

Finally. one of the most widel y cited causes of informalisation is as a response to economic

crisis. particularly in the formal sector, which is seen as structurally incapable of absorbing

much of the labour force (Manning 1993; Mingione 1983). Economic survival then forces the

development of a "second" . informal economy. This explanation is particularly attractive in. ,
developing countries where the informal sector is often seen in the light of survivalist

activities promoted by such economic crises as structural adjustment (Castells & Portes 1989) .

Capecchi (1989) in a stud y of the Emilia-Romagna district of Italy concludes that, to the

contrary,

" (i)t is precisely the expansion of the (official economy), following a

particular model of industrial development, that enlarges the

possibilities for the informal economy".

In line with this statement one could suggest that it is the dynamism of the emerging post

Fordist production system. rather than any crisis in the Fordist system, which has encouraged

the growth in the informal sector through the creation of opportunity, rather than through

economic desperation (Rogerson 1991). This distinction appears to be most useful in

conceptualising the cause of informal survivalist versus dynamic informal enterprises.

Related to the concept of a crisis in the 1'0rma 1 sector is the idea that the growth of

informalisation is a response on the part of business to the entrenched power of unionised

labour. which limits flexibility. and raises wages (Castells & Portes 1989; Portes & Sassen

Koob 1987).

3.3 The Inform al Sector in South Africa

The more visible and most frequently studied section of the informal sector in South Africa

comprises survivalist enterprises, most of which operate in the trade and service sectors. A

much smaller group of informal enterprises are involved in manufacturing. In light of past

apartheid policies. it is not surprising to find that survi valist informal enterprises are largely
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black-owned. Black-owned manufacturing enterprises tend also to operate at the lower end of

the market. mainly producing low-value, poorer quality goods for the poor (Manning &

Mashigo 1994). A less often considered. but growing aspect of the informal sector in South

Africa is apparent in the more sophisticated manufacturing enterprises producing high value,

high quality goods for niche markets (Manning & Mashigo 1994). Rogerson ( 199 1) discusses

the role of subcontracting in encouraging informal manufacturing, and makes the point that

informal manufacturing is not always an outcome of pressures and constraints, but can also

arise from opportunities created within the c~pitalist environment. Looking at the causes of

informalisation outlined in Section 3.2, it seems likely that the reasons for informalisation at

the lower end of the South Afri~an market lie to a large extent in the structure of an economy

unable to absorb a growing population of largely unskilled labour at sufficiently rapid rates.

At the same time this segment might be explained, in part. as a demand driven response to the

needs of a large poor population financially excluded from the formal retail and service sector.

One can however expect the reasons for the growth of the more sophisticated informal

enterprises in South Africa to lie elsewhere. These enterprises are more likely to be meeting

niche demands for more exclusive (and expensive) 'craft' items. More obviously, attempts to

evade tax and labour legislation. and the influence of the unions. can be seen to encourage

enterprises to establish themselves and to remain for as long as possible within the informal

sector.

On ' another level. Ybarra's (1989) political explanation for informalisation is particularly

interesting when applied in the context of post-Apartheid South Africa. In this case,

informalisation is seen to be linked to the move from the formal to the informal sector of

groups who see their opportunities for advancement within the formal sector as limited by

recent political changes. Affirmative action policies are gaining currency amongst South

African firms as government pressure for such policies grows. The soon to be introduced

White Paper on affirmative action in the public sector, and the Employment Equity Bill, are

aimed at making the civil service and the economy in general more representative of the South

African community (Sunday Times 9-3-97). The Employment Equity Bill will require all

companies employing more than 50 workers to submit an employment equity plan as regards
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black. women and disabled workers. including numerical targets and a time-frame for

implementation . Heavy penalties will be exacted on non-complying firms (Da ily News 29- 1

98). Increasingly therefore . larger firms will have to give (and in many cases have already

been giving ) preference to 'non-whire (and more specifically to black) applicants in the case

of both vacancies and internal promotions. It is a commonly cited concern of white employees

that they will become "victims of transformation" (Natal Mercury 10-2-98) .

In a broader sense there is a genera l dissatisfaction with the policies of the ANC-Ied

government amongst sections of the population. and for obvious reasons this is mos t apparent

amongst those who benefited under the Apartheid government. Abandoning formal sector

positions for entrepreneurial activities in the informal sector is one way in whic h those

dissatisfied with government policy may disengage from the existing socio-economic

environment in favour of one more amenable to their needs. Sim ilarly. the informal sector

may be the most practical option for school-leavers or graduates not favoured under

affirmative action policies - particularly white males '". This last point of course does not

discount the fact that the economy is currently failing to absorb educated individuals of all

races who might opt for entrepreneurial activities in the informal sector.

3.4 Formal-Informal Links

As has been discussed. it is increasingly recognised that the info rmal sectors is integrally

linked to the formal sector (Latouche 1991) . Rather than being produced and consumed in

either the formal or the informal economy. many goods now through a sequence of formal

and informal phases (Mingione 1983: Portes & Sassen-Kcob 1987: Ybarra 1989) . Some

possible sequences of linkages. based on specific case studies. are outlined below in Figure 1.

19 This paragraph seeks to offer a possible explanation (in the South African context) for the growth of relatively
sophisticated profitable / non-survivalist enterprises in line with the point made by Ybarra (ibid.). It is based in
part on genera l observat ions of (white) attitudes to the post-Apartheid government. and does not aim to attach anv
value judgement to such attitudes. - -
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Figure 1:

Mo des of Articulat ion be tween Fo rma l and Info rma l Se ctors in Latin America
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SOU RCE: Portes & Susse n- Koob 1987

While the informal economy is most widel y recognised to revolve around production relations

(Castells & Portes 1989). informal activity can also be based on exchange (Ybarra 1989), that

is, it mav revolve around dist ribution and retailing. In the latter context we can include both. ~



hawkers selling mass produced goods on a survivalist basis. and producers (both formal and

informal ). using informal retailing arrangements such as flea markets as an innovative

marketing approach. Capecchi ( 1989) further recognises that informality may occur either in

labour markets or in the market for goods and services . He points out that in either of these

markets three types of arrangements can be identified: a non-monetary economy in which

there are no payments or compensation. an informal monetary economy where payments

occur ou tside of official channels. or an official monetary economy wit h recognised and

recorded arrangements for payment and compensat ion. If we recogni se that the economy is

based on inter-linked formal and informal activities. then we see that a variety of

arrangements in terms of labour. production and retailing are possible within what mig ht be

referred to as the informal economy. and that parts of any transaction may fall within the

forma l sector.

Meagher (1995) discusses backward and forward linkages between the info rmal and formal

sectors in Afr ica . Forward linkages. which most commonly take the form of sub contracting

arrangements. can be either beneficial or detrimental to informal enterprises. Th is depends on

whether such linkages encourage productivity increases through improved quality and

production techniques. or las is often the case ) encourage the continuation of poor working

conditions and low wages. Backward linkages. to input suppl iers, are found to be more

exploitative for informal enterprises. Interestingly. Meagher (1995 : 276) points out that the

import content of informal activities is often quite high, which "underlines the extent to which

the informal sector is dependent for its supplies on conditions in the formal sector and the

global econo my as a whole". This observation is particularly relevant. given the broader

context of global consumption and industrialisation trends within which this study is located.

3.5 The State and the Informal Sector

Caste lls and Portes (1989) importantly point out that the infor mal sector is loca ted within a

specific institutional environment. and changes in this environment atfect both the nature of

the informal sector. and formal -informal relations. The v draw attention to the fact that while
. -----

informal act ivities usually avoid or ignore state regulations, they are frequently tolerated by

the state for the importan t role they play in addressing socio-economic problems such as
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unemployment and povert y. This tolerance of the informal sector is an important part of the

trend towards flexible specialisat ion. providing as it does a means of introducing flexibility

into indu strial organisat ion (Meagher 1995).

In South Africa. state relations with the inform al secto r are complicated by the dualistic nature

of the economy whereby a sophisticated developed economy coexists with an under

developed "Third World" eco nomy. The current regulatory and institutio nal environment in

South Afri ca is typically ambivalent towards . the informal sector. with a need for tolerance

towards surv ivalist activities competing with efforts to draw more successful informal

enterprises into the tax base. The South African government has to date failed to pro vide a

clear and unified stance on the issues surrounding informal sector development. The mos t

relevant po licy indicator. The White Paper on Small Business (Government of South Afr ica

1995 ) fails to acknowledge the exi stence of an informal sector beyo nd suggesting that micro

enterprises (less than 5 employe es) tend to lack " formality" , while small enterprises (with 5 to

50 employees) "are likely...to be tax-registered" (p. 10). The White Paper does not consider

the possible existence of dynamic informal small enterprises which may operate at a relatively

sophisticated level of business and technical ski lls. nor does it consider the reasons behind the

exi stence of such enterprises. or the problems that may face them. Ass uming the p er se

inclusion of informal enterprises as SMMEs in the White Paper. the document targets support

largel y at previ ously disad vantaged groups. most notabl y black- owned enterprises. A variety

of sectors are identi fied as deserving attenti on. including small-manufacturers. with a focus on

clothing and arts and crafts. amongst others. The document's suggestion that the re be an- - --
investigation of

"the appropriateness of exis ting and proposed legis lation and

regulations in the fields of taxation. labour (including Industrial

Council agreements). ... training requirements (and) health and

occ upational conditions. etc .. and how they can be made more su itab le

for small enterprises" (Government of South Africa 1995: 26)

has ob viou s positi ve impl ications for enterprises that are operating informally to avoid such

regulations .
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Manning ( 1993) discusses the idea that the state needs to take a nuanced view of the informal

sector by conceptual ising it in terms of three sub-sectors: survival activ ities driven by

economic desperation. economically viable mic ro-enterprises with some growth potential and

small-scale informal enterprises which are entrepreneurial and concentrated in such non

tradit ional sectors as manufacturing. If it is to be effective. polic y for the informal sector must

be formulated to meet the varying needs of each of these sub-secto rs.

Apart from overt po licy prescriptions towards. the informal sector. peripheral legislation can

have a crucial influence on the growth and development of informal enterprises. One such

aspect of the regulatory environment is the extent to which labour market legislation provides

employers with the degree of flexibility in "hiring and firing" which they desire. Labour

markets in SA are regulated by the Labour Relations Act. No 66 of 1995 and the Basic

Conditions of Empl oyment Act. No 75 of 1997. These acts represent something of a dualistic

approach. seeking respect ively to loosen labour regulatory conditions by introducing

flex ibility through negotiations. while protecting the basic right s of workers through stricter

regulations . Overall however. this legislation. coupled with the 1997 decision to cancel the

exemption of small businesses from Wage Board2o regulations. is seen to be decreasing

flex ibility in the labour market (Salinger et al 1998). As has been mentioned. inflexible labour

markets have the effect of encouraging small formal enterprises to strategically shift at least

part of their operations into the informal sector. Whil e infle xible labour markets in South

Africa might provide a fertile ground for the spread of informalisation, Industrial Council

regulations which restrict sub-contracting to non-registered enterprises serve to restrict the

growth and prosperity of larger informal enterprises (Altman 1994). This is typical of the way

in which a lack of gove rnment clarity towards the informal secto r creates an environment

which allows. and even encourages. the proliferation of informal enterprises while

withholding the support such enterprises need to prospe r.

20 In yet another example of the dualism which pervades the South African economy, labour markets in SA are
regulated by Industr ial Councils and the Wage Board for unionised and non-unionised workers respectively.



3.6 The International Clothing Indu strv

The clothing industry pro vides a use ful backdrop against which do test the ideas inherent in

recent industrial trends. discussed in this and the pre vious chapter. The clothing industry has

t\VO characteristics which mean that. to some extent. it has always embodied some of the main

concepts o f flexible spec ialisation. Firstly. large scale Fordist production has always been

problematic for the clothing industry because the nature of fabric does not lend itself to

inflexible production lines and special-purpose machines. No netheless. in most cases

productio n was st ill arranged alo ng the ass umptions of mass production and econo mies of

scale (Kaplins ky 1991). Sec.o~dly. with the strong role pla yed by fashion. as opposed to

simply funct ionality. in the demand for cloth ing, the clo th ing industry can be expected to be

particularl y susceptible to the changing nature of consumer demand outlined in the previous

chapter.

The changing nature of competition is ret1ected in the clo thing industry in a shift from long

runs of standardised garments to short-runs of more varied garments. with a move from a two

season fashion year to shorter product seasons. Quality. design inno vation and rap id response

to changing fashi ons (in terms of design. production and market ing ) become the cornerstones

to competing in the expanding market for more so phistica ted products (de la Torre 1986;

Harrison 1997; Salinger et (II. 1998). Rapid response in turn necessitates a closer relationship

with customers. which is ret1ected in a more pivotal role for retailers in design and

merchandising (Salinger et (II. 1998 ). As mentioned. companies such as Benneton have

refined customer-focus and quick response to new level s. with computer systems linking

stores world-wide wi th production facilities . so that changes in demand can be rap idly

reflected by shifts in design and production (Harrison 1994 ). Wi thin the se broader trends de la

Torre ( 1986) identifies two broad market segments in the clothing industry: the large market

for relati vel y funct ional garments. where price will remain a key determinant of

co mpetitiveness. and a second. upmarket. segment where the crucial determinants of

competitiveness will be the issues outlined above.

The limited suitability of the clothing industry to production along mass production lines has

enco uraged certai n tra its amongst clothing firms which facilitates the re-organisation of



production associated with flexible specialisation. Firstl y. small clothing enterprises have

traditionally been seen to operate more effic iently than large firms . and internationally the

industrv is do minated by sma ll enterprises (de la Torre J986 ). Altman ( J994 ) points out,

however. that this fragmentati on is largely at the level of production. rather than ownership.

This patt ern of small firm do mination gives rise to two patterns of production. On one hand,

the clothing industrv is closelv associated with extensive subcontracting arrangements. This is- "' "" - -
becoming increasingly rele vant under flexible specialisation. where the fragmentation of mass

markets is expected to encourage subcontracting (Piore and Sab le 1984). In the clothing

industry this is reflected in a declining share of production work going to large firms, and their

growing use of subcontracto rs (Sassen-Koob 1989). On the other hand. examples of flexi ble

specialisation under the industrial districts model are often associated with cluster of clothing

firms. in both European examples such as Emilia-Romagna (Capecchi 1989) and more

recently in the developing wo rld (Cawtho rne 1995). In either scenario it is clear that, as the

flexible specialisation model suggests. inter-firm linkages will have to become closer and

more co-operative if the emerging patterns of consumer demand are to be met.

Closel y associated with changing demand patterns and production arrangements is the trend

towards globalisation. As we ll as encouraging more varied and rapidly transmitted fashion

changes, globalisation has important implications for the nature of clothing production. Since

the 1970's. the most important development in the clothing industry has been the growth of

production in. and exports from. low-wage developing countries, predominantly in Asia

(Christerson & Appelbaum 1995). Thi s has precipitated a competitive crisis in the clothing

industry in high-wage developed countries. with the industry's options starkly conceptualised

as adjust. die or protect (de la TOlTe 1986: Harrison 199i '). In an era where protectionism is

severel y limited (not withstand ing effort s to the contraryv') by international trade agreements

such as GATT (The General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs), the onl y posi tive option

c! In the title of her report Harrison ( 1997) sums up the options facing the South African clothing industry as
"Migrate. Innovate or Evaporate" .
cc Despite the restrictions of GATT. voluntary export-restraint agreements and reciprocal trade accords, including
the MFA (Multi-Fibre Agreement ) have been used to offer protection from cheap imports to the clothinz
industry. particularly in developed countries (de la Torre 1986: 8). More recently however. the Agreement on
Textiles and Clothing (ATC) signed as part of GATT 1994 calls for such bilateral import quotas to be phased out
over a 10 year period (Salinger et al 1998: 21).
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available to the clothing industry in higher-wage countries. struggling to survive in the face of

increased international competition. is to adjust.

There are two routes by which clothing firms can adjust. According to the first. fi rms will

have to migrat e towards product lines where a comparative advantage exists. particularly

upmarket. design-intensive market niches. Furthermore. they will have to innovate both

technologically. to impro ve efficiency and produ ctivity. and in terms of better quality and

design. more rapid responses to changing demand and impro ved marketing arrangements (de

la Torre 1989. Harrison 1997 ). While the comparative price advantage of low-wage

developing countries is likel y to be maintained. in sophisticated markets where quick response

and product inno vation are important. firms may find it comparatively more beneficial to

locate production in more developed countries, close to final markets (Christerson and

Appelbaum 1995).

A second. less promi sing adj ustment open to developed country clothing firms , given existing

wage rate differentials between developed and developing countries, is a reduction in factor

costs. predominantly through lower wages (de la Torre 1986). Informalisation has been

recognised as one way in which firm s respond to increased competition from low wage

producers in developing countries (Ybarra 1989). Evidence suggests that informalisat ion is a

growing trend in the clothing industry in developed countries (Fernandez-Kelly & Garcia

1989; Sassen-Kcob 1989). The dominance of small fi rms in this industry is likel y to facilitates

a transition to informalisation, as such firms tend to be less rigid and bureaucratic, and to be

less "visible" than larger firms. Informalisation in the clothing industry takes two main forms:

production within small. unregistered enterprises . often acting as sub-contractors for larger,

formal enterprises, and production by "horneworkers". Both forms of informalisation have

been widel y identified in developed economies. and are often linked with the employment of

marginalised sectors of the population, particularly those with low skill levels. immigrants and

women (Fernandez-Kelly & Garcia 1989). Finall y. Sassen-Koob (1989) notes that there is

also a trend towards an upgraded version of informalisation centred around the production of

specialised garments for the upper end of the market. It is with this emerging form of clothing

sector infonnalisation that this study is concerned .



3.7 The South African Clothing Industrv

The South African clothing industry has been the focus of much attention 111 the post

apartheid era in terms of restructuring plans to improve international competitiveness. The

industry. established in the early 1900:s (Daily News 22/3/71 ) was developed along the lines

of import-substitution behind high tariff barriers. With about 119 000 ernployeesr' , the

industry is an important source of empl oyment in a country of high unemployment. and is the

largest employer in the KwaZulu- l atal manufacturing sector (e SS 1993). The clothing sector

is. however. coming under increasing .pressure from cheap imports as tariff barriers are

reduced. leading to increased competition. particularly from low wage producers in Asia

(Harrison 1997).

Due to its vulnerable position. several studies have been conducted of the clothing industry in

South Africa. Studies at the national level include those by Salinger et al. (1998) and Altman

(1994). In KwaZulu-Natal the most significant study was conducted by Harrison (1997) as

part of the KwaZulu-Natal Industrial Restructuring Project. Finally. several theses and

dissertations have been based on the KZN clothing industry, including Harrison (1996) and

Netshitomboni (1996). This section is not intended to provide an exhaustive overview of the

South African clothing industry. Rather. the emphasis will be on key features of the industry

which can be expected to impact on its responses to the global trends under discussed, and to

changes in industry structure which reflect firm level responses.

Some of the key aspects of the South African clothing industry ' s historical development and

current structure are:

• The South African clothing industry is still very much inwardly orientated. Despite state

export incentives, such as the GATT-illegal General Export Incentive Scheme (GElS),

South Africa remains what Salinger (1998) calls a "residual exporter" with the domestic

market remaining the primary consumer of local production. Just 5.3% of total

manufacturing exports for the period 1972 - 1993 were attributed to the clothing sector.

13 This excludes the textile industry. which employs a further 87 000 workers (e SS 1993).
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• The industry 's competitiveness has traditionally been based on lowering prices (through

minimising labour costs) . Unlike other countries. where minimising labour costs has

laruelv been achie ved through the use of subcontracting to small. low-overhead. often

informal enterprises or home-workers. South Africa has followed the route of

decentralising production to low wage areas. and displacing workers based on race and

age (Altman 1994).

• In international terms. the South African clothing industry is relatively cost competitive,

largely due to relatively low labour costs and the labour-intensive nature of the industry.

CNIT production costs are comparable to a range of developing countries. and much lower

that those of developed countries such as the UK. the USA and Italy (Harrison 1997).

• While production units in the clothing industry are small relative to many other South

African industries. the average size is much larger than its counterparts in the rest of the

world (Altman 1994). The current structure of the clothing sector reflects the power

struggle between large full manufacturers. small CNITs and retailers . Essentially, retailers

have supported the growth of the CNIT industry as a way of limiting the power of full

manufacturers. and concentrating power at the retail end of the pipeline. Low entry

requirements have further encouraged the growth of the CivIT sector (Harrison 1997).

• Finally. another feature of the South African clothing industry has been the high level of

unionisation. with 70-80% of workers falling under SACTWU (The Southern African

Clothing and Textile Workers' Union) (Altman 1994).

As has been mentioned. the competitive environment facing the clothing industry in South

Africa is changing rapidly. When South Africa joined the World Trade Organisation (WTO)

in 1994 it became subject to international trade agreements designed to reduce barriers to

international trade. Consequently. import substitution policies are no longer a viable option

for South Africa. and import tariffs on clothing are being reduced - from 72% to 40% over a

five year period (Salinger 1998). For the many clothing firms this has led to a shrinking

domestic market as competition from both legal and illegal imports grows, particularly in the

low-income end of the market which is increasingly being captured by Far East clothing

manufacturers . Under these circumstances. the survival of the domestic clothing sector is seen



to depend on improving competitiveness 111 both domestic and foreign markets (Harrison

1997).

Harrison 's (1997) study of the KZN clothing industry reflected the responses of the clothing

indu stry to the new competitive environment. and drew atte ntion to a num ber of key issues:

• The study identitied t\VO respo nses ope n to threatened do mesti c clo thing manufacturers.

The first is a move into uppe r market seg me nts:!-t where the basis for competition is

shifting and restructuring is necessary. with an emphasis on niche markets and exporting.

The sec ond response repre sents an attempt to continue competing on the basis of price ,

and invo lves relocat ing to small towns where cheaper wages and lower overheads mean

price competition is still possib le.

• Of the clothing firms surveyed in KwaZulu-Natal. the majority showing increased profits

and turnover over the last three years operate within the AB market grou p:!5. The CD

market is still the largest. but competition from cheap imports. part icularly from Asia has

wiped out this ;market for local competitors. This suggests that the first of the two

adjustment paths outlined above is the most appropr iate for the continued survival of

KZN ' s clothing sector.

• An assessmen t of supply chain requirements showe d that. in line with international trends,

non-price factors are becoming more significant. with quality . deli very, quick response

and flexibility growing in importance. particularly in the AB market. Given the

imp ortance of these issues for the ' upmarket' path, it is extremely probl ematic that the

research showed gaps throughout the supp ly chin between expectations and performance.

This is indicative of a failure by firms to meet market requirements, and impacts

negatively on competitiveness. Furthermore. the study showed only limited evidence of

any dynam ic firm level response to changing market conditions. either in relation to

supply chain or with regards to fi rm leve l organisation. This was partl y attributed to

inadequate institutional support at sectoral level.

24 In the clothing sector. market segment are usually identified, according to income levels. as the AB, BC and
CO markets, where the A income group is the wealthiest, and the 0 income group the poorest (Harrison 1997).
" Upper market segments" would therefore equate with the AB market.
25 Netshitornboni's ( 1996) survey of 19 fi rms showed that the majority reported currently experiencing growth.
Notab ly. only two of the surveyed firms were still targeting the low end of the market.



• In terms of exporting. 12 of 28 full manufacturers participating in the study were. or had

been involved in exporting. Much of this exporting was to Southern Africa. however. and

the majority of respondents stated that the percentage of production exported in recent

veal'S was too neuliuible to mention. On the positive side, however. SA clothing. ~ ~

manufacturers are felt to have an advantage over major foreign competitor in terms of

delivery. styling and quality.

• Both in terms of the low-wage path and general pnce competitiveness. firms within

Durban. particularly CNITs were found to feel vulnerable to competi tion from low wage

areas, with increasing numbers of CNITs in Durban resorting to informalisation in an

effort to compete.

• Finally. the research showed that. between 1990 and 1996, employment in full

manufacturers declined. while employment in CMTs increased. corresponding with a large

number of new CNITs . This is associated with the greater flexibility of CMTs. wh ich

expand and contract as orders demand. The clothing industry has. however. suffered a net

loss of employment over the period in question.

One of the trends emerging from Harrison's (1997) study is the use of informalisation as a

means of maintaining price competitiveness. Informalisation is reflected both in the growth of

"10 person factories" or "cottage industries" (Harrison 1997). and in "casualisat ion" or

employment of workers on a contract basis (Altman 1994). Given changes in the political

situation, labour cost minimisation through the racially based system of geographic

decentralisation and race displacement are clearly no longer feasible. Furthermore, taking into

account South Africa's inability to compete internationally on the basis of low wages, and the

envisaged shift towards short-run flexible production for niche markets'". the sector is

expected to have to adjust in order to inject increased flexibility into the organisation of

production. Increased informalisation is one means by which this is likely to be achieved,

particularly in an industry characterised by high levels of unionisation

26 Salinger et al (1998: 72) states the explanation for an increase in infonnalisation differently. suggesting that the
failure of many south African firms to successfully identify niche markets and compete at the high end of the
market is making improved price competition essential for enterprise survival. Given growing state contro l over
(and standardisation of) wage rates. this may lead to an increase in inforrnalisation, This explanation and that in
the main text suggest a polarisation of the clothing sector. Interestingly. inforrnalisation is seen as a viable option
in both scenarios.
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3.8 Implications for the Studv

It is clear from the above ev ide nce that So uth Africa n clothing firms are having mixed success

in adj ust ing to the shifting nature o f dem and and product ion within the clothing industry . The

activit y of the clothing fi rms at the Essenwood Craft Market present an opportunity to study a

group of fi rms wh ich appear to be combining informa lity with a very clearly focus on quality,

design innovation and produ ction for upm arket niches.

This chapter has continued to build the theoretic al framework which will be used to

conceptualise and explore the activi ties of the Essen wood Craft Market clothing firms. The

discussion of infor rnalisa tion. wi th particular refe rence to the clo thing industry , has given rise

to several research questions:

• How we ll do the theoretical causes of info rmalisation explain the actual activity the

clothing enterprises at the Essenwood craft market. More spec ifically :

• Ho w important is the demand create d by the upm ark et Essenwood Craft Market in

ex plaining the existence of the clothing enterprises in ques tion?

• To what extent do the informal activ ities at the Essenwood Craft Marke t reflect

political discontent. and an attempt to disengage from the broader socio-eco nomic

env iro nment '?

• To what extent do the activities of these firms reflect an "econom ic cr isis ",

particularly in the clothing secto r. whereby economic restructuring is forcing

peo ple into the informal sector? Alternatively. has restructuri ng given rise to new

oppo rtunities which are bei ng grabbed by informal operators?

• Do these firms reflect strategic informalisat ion as a cost-cutting r esponse to

increased competition from low wage countries. or as a means of escaping the high

level s of unioni sati on and unfavourabl e legislation apparent in the formal clothing

sec tor.

Wha t is the nature of linkages betwe en the informal clo thing ente rprises at the Essenwood

Craft Ma rket and the formal sector?

• Are the Essenwood Craft Ma rket clothing firms (as has been ass umed throughout this

study) focusing on the upmarket route to compet itiveness. or is informalisation in fact a

reflection of a continuing emphasis on price competition?

11 1



• Finally. and more generally, how do the responses of these firms compare to those of

firms in the broader South African clothing industry '?
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CHAPTER 4:

New Competition and the Rise of Craft Markets

Th e previous two chap ters have dealt in so me detail wi th the changes which have arisen in the

organisa tio n of production as a result of shifts in the basis ' of co mpetition from pr ice, to

qua lity and ot her fea tures
2i

. Issues covered have ranged fro m the need for mo re rap id response

to chan ging de mand. to the impo rta nce of flexible tec hnology and flexibly skilled labour. and

the role of inforrnalisati on in introducing flexibility into the production process. As has been

alluded to however. there is more to the new competition tha n simply changes in production

organisat ion. 1 ew. innovative strategies in marketing and retail arrangements are equally

important in capturing market sha re. and close co ntact wi th customers is becoming

inc reasingly important in monitoring changes in co nsumption trends . This chapter will discuss

the marketing and retail aspects of the new competition. and will look particularly at the rise

of craft mar kets as retail outlets.

4.1 The Rise of Flea Markets and Craft Markets1/!

Flea markets and craft markets are essentially informal retailing inst itutions (Sherm an et at.

198 5). separated from street traders and other informal retailers by the organise d and

controlled nature o f arrange me nts (pel's. cornrn.i"). Th e terms ge nera lly refers to a specific

spatia l area . other than a formal sho pp ing area. whe re entreprene urs are able to rent space to

present their goods for sale . The exact arrange ments tend to vary wide ly however. In terms of

venue. markets can be located in large halls or outdoo rs in a municipal pa rk. or any large open

space . Stalls can vary from tabl es rented for the day to permane nt covered sta lls where goods

can be safely sto red . Markets ca n be open daily. or can operate j ust on week -ends. For the

consumer. flea mar kets ha ve tradi tio na lly been envisaged pr imari ly as a so urce of low cost

17 Such features include actual product features. as well as issues relating to the service provided by the producer.
Thus important aspects of the new basis for competition include product flexibility. variety and conformity to
specifications as well as the quality and appeal of packaging. and the innovation capacity and delivery reliability
of producers (IDS 1997).
18 This dissertation deals specifically with enterprise activity at an upmarket craf t market, This section discusses
the development of both fl ea and craft markets. however. recognising that craft markets developed out of the
\?entification of a niche for a more sophisticated. craft-orientated market within the wider flea market scene.
-~ Interview with Di Greenwood. organiser of the AmphiMarket flea market.
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goo ds . This te nds to hide the di versitv of oriuin of goods sold at such markets. While it is true
l"..' "' ..... "-

that the orig ina l flea mar kets (and the ir close cous in the car boo t market. ") may have arisen

aro und the sa le of cheap and part icularly second hand goods. flea markets now se ll a wide

ran ge of mostly new goods. So me goods are prod uced by smal l. often info rmal enterprises

needing an outlet for products. while others represent large formal producers or importe rs

looking for an innovative way to increase sales. For so me entrepreneurs flea markets are a

so urce of survival. for others a way of benefiting financiall y from a hobby. and for the lucky

few. the basi s o f dynamic sma ll en terprises . Produ cts sol d ca n be new or used, and

compet it ion be tween se llers can be based on price . or increasingly. on sty le and quality".

The popularity of all types of markets - craft. flea and car boot marke ts - is growing around

the world. and is based both on the role of markets as a leisure activity and as a respo nse to a

slugg ish eco nomy (Gregson et al. 1997: McCree 1984: Gregson & Crewe 1994). Increasingly,

some markets are losin g thei r image as a so urce of cheap mass produced products. and are

being seen as sites for obtaining unus ual goods, produced with care, often on a craft bas is
32

.

While many markets are following this trend in consumer demand patterns. a small group are

defi ning the mselves by it. preferring to be referred to as "craft marke ts" , rather tha n as "flea

markets" (pers. comm.r' ). Such " upmarket" markets, regardless of nome nclature . are

becoming an inc reasingly important part of the shopping experie nce .

4.1.1 Craft Markets as "Life-Stvle" Con sumption

Much has already been said about the shifts in consumer demand which are providing fertile

grounds for the development of the emerging production systems loosely characterised as

flexib le specialisatio n. As quali ty, fea tures and innovat ion become increasingly important in

attracting consumers. pro ducers must fi nd new wa ys of catching the atte ntio n of potential

30 While it should by now be clear that defining market activity is difficult, it can generall y be said that car boot
markets are a "down market" version of the tlea market, with an emphasis on second-hand goods. Goods are sold
from the boot of the seller"s car, rather that at a rented table.
31 Based on personal observations at a number of flea, craft and car boot markets in Durban.
3~ Keane et al ( 1996) define craft items as goods made with attention to materia ls. design and workmanship . A
scan of any traditional lea market will show a mix of both craft items and more mass produced items where the
~.as is of competition is price. rather than quality and design. Craft items predominate at true craft markets.
JJ Interview with Jennet Brown.
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buyers (Leopo ld & Fine 1993
34

) . Amin (1994) draws attention to the collapse of the space

separating production and economic activity from culture, life-style and consumption. and this

is nowhere more apparent than in the trends in marketing and retaili ng. Feathersto ne ( 1994)

points out that shopping can no longer- be seen as a purely economic transaction. but is rather

an "experience", and a "lei sure-time cultural activity". To this end the spat ial arrangement of

retail is increasingly important. and must pro vide more than simply accessibil ity and comfort,

Returning to the notion of symbolic capital . (see Section 2.2 ) one can see that the physical site

of a purchase can be as important as the characteristics of the good in confe rring status on the

owner. Increasingly. purchase and consumption are seen to converge with the site of
,

consumption. which must in itself add value to the commodity (Featherstone 1994). Thi s

growing convergence between economic and cultural act ivity can be seen as part of the

broader postmodern trend towards an emphasis on events. spectacles and happenings in

popular cul ture . Culture and commodity are linked whe n the emphasis shifts from

consumption of a good to consumption of a service. in the form of entertainment and

"distractions" (Harvey 1989).

Craft markets (and to some extent flea markets) can be closely linked to thi s rise in " life-sty le"

consumption and the importance of the shopping experience. Such markets do indeed collapse

the boundaries between economic and cultural acti vities . and are seen by consumers as

providing "economic (lower prices) 35, shopping (assortment of goods and proven satisfaction),

and social (the bargaining process or the enjoyment of other shoppers' company) benefi ts"

(Sherman et 01. 1985: 205). Live music. seated snack areas and entertainment for children all

contribute to the attraction of markets as both a shopping venue and a leisure acti vity. Markets

are known not onl y for the divers ity of goods on sale. but equally for the diversity of

custom ers they attract and the vibrant atmosphere where 'people watc hing ' adds entertai nment

value to the shopping experience (McCree 1984). Indeed, the not ion of the flaneur is

pa rticularly appealing as regards craft markets. with visitors including those who shop. who

socialise. and those who stro ll around as "spectator of the spectacle of the spaces and places of

34 The authors discuss the role of advertising in giving commodities new or different meanings, in order to
convince the consumer of the product's desirabilitv.
35 Lower prices are more relevant as regards the attraction of flea markets, rather than craft markets.



the city" (Tester 1994: 7i 6
. For the shoppers at upmarket craft markets a reputation for

innovative. quali ty goods adds to the attra ct ion of the marke t venue as a site for purchasing

goo ds with greater symbolic value:

"Consumpt ion is see n here as a process through which artefacts are

not simply bought and consumed. but one in which they are also give n

meaning as they are incorporated into peop le's lives" (Gregson and

Crewe 1994 : 263
37

) .

4.1.2 The Spatial Aspect of Craft Markets
,

Gregson and Crew ( 1994) consider the popular ity of car boo t markets in Britain in the context

of the "new geographies of consumption in the 1990s··. This perspecti ve emphasises the role

of the car boot mark et as an alternative co nsumption space which. unlike the wo rld of formal

retail malls. is temporary and fluid and " transfo rrnatory in its socio-spatial practises" . As

opposed to the formal retail environment. which is characterised by set roles, and where

acces s and enj oyment is largely dependent on the access to mone y. roles at markets are more

variable. Thi s is a retail space

.... .where the rules of the formal reta il environment are temporarily

suspended: in which one can choose to be buyer. vendor. stro ller, to

look. to gaze. to laugh at and wit h the spec tacle ..." (Gregson et at.

1997: 1725).

Markets are not. however. an unregulated env ironme nt. Gregson et al. (ibid.) discuss the point

that markets are always regulated. the question is by whom and in whose interests. The

authors go on to discuss moves to regul ate car boot markets in Britain as revol ving around the

exclusion of " undes irab le others" fro m the activities and spaces of exchange, as well as the

exclusion of the market itse lf fro m certai n areas . This analysis is equally applicable to flea and

craft markets. and is clearly a factor in the local market scene. as will be discussed in a later

section.

36 The flaneur is the "stroller". and fla nerie. the act of stro lling. The term suggests an aesthetically appreciative
observer of the people. places and spectacles of city life. For more. see other contributions to the referenced
source.
37 The text refers to car boot markets - the assessment is applicable to all types of markets.
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4.1.3 Craft Markets: The Retailing As pect of Inform alisation

Another explanati on for the rise of flea and craft markets can be found in the increasing

info rmalisa tion o f production thought to be associated in particular with pos t-Fo rdist flexibl e

production. Portes et al ( 1989: 2) includes "flexible sites" amo ngst the defining characteristics

of informal enterprises . and this refers no less to production than to retail arrangements.

Retailing can be ex pected to pos e a particular problem for info rmal ent erprises. as the need to

be visib le to customers comes in conflict with the avo idance of state regulation. Markets

resolve this prob lem by providing access to a range of custo mers within an informal, often

tem porary. yet legal retail environment. In addition. selling at markets keeps overheads low,
,

an essential part o f the competitive advantage of informal enterprises.

Just as informal enterprises have developed along the lines of eco nomic polarisation to

prov ide both basic good s for low-income markets and high quality . sophisticated goo ds for

niche markets in uppe r market segments (see Chapter 3). so the spatial loca tion of flea

markets provides acc ess to a variety of socio-economic groups. Enterprises can be expected to

polarise around markets where demand for their type of product is strongest. Operating at

craft markets offe rs benefits in the form of close contact with buyers. which is an imp ortant

aspect of the new production arrangements whereby innovation and design become

increasing ly important. For info rmal enterprises ope rating with limited access to finances and

market researchers. th is contact is an invaluab le means of assessing and monitoring customer

demand. The frequent presence of the producer-entrepreneur at the point of sale, a relatively

rare occurrence under other retail arrangements. suggests that informal enterprises are taking

advantage of this situation.

Close contact betwee n prod ucer and custo mer also offers sma ll. informal enterprises

unexpected advantag es in competing with larger. formal producers in the area of product

customisation. As has been discussed. increased product variety and flexibil ity is an important

basis for the new competition . While large manufacturers attempt to deal with this through

smaller batch sizes and the process of mass customisation. the nature of large scale production

often limits the extent to which customisation can be achieved. Whe n purchasing at a craft

market. the consume r has the oppo rtunity to discuss her preferences dir ectl y with the
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producer. who in turn can undertake to produce a customised product. This is clearly attractive

to consumers. who frequent ly take advantage of the opportunity to order a customised product

which combines features o f several products on show. or incorporates the customer's own

ideas and preferences (pers. comm.i"). The nature of informal enterprise production. wit h

single or very small batch production. makes customisation arguably more efficient in these

enterprises that in large producers.

4.2 Flea Markets in the Durban Municipal Area

The first flea -market in Kwa-Zulu Natal was opened on the Durban beachfront by the
,

Amenities Council o f the then City Council in December 1982. Started as a community

project, it was run by a Section 21 (Not for Gain) company formed by the counci l (Natal

Mercury - 12/1 2/97 : pers . comm.i"). Markets in the Durban area are run under a variety of

other arrangements however. including on a private basis. by registered companies. and

directly by the Informal Trading Department (pers. cornm.l").

Markets are an extremely popular and "trendy" form of shopping. and are found within the

city centre. in the suburbs such as Berea. and in outl ying areas such as Phoenix and

Chatsworth. As a life-style reporter from a local paper (rather effusively) stated it:

" Forget shopping malls and designer shops. Flea markets have taken

over as the hottest shopping venues around and are springing up by the

do zen in Durban and surrounding areas" (The Natal Mercury -

07/01 /95 ).

A variety of arrangements are apparent. from weekly to daily markets, and both indo ors and

outdoors . While the first market was orizinallv intended as an arts and crafts market it
~ . ,

became increasingly commercialised. in line with man y of the markets later established in

Durban. A response to this has been the opening of several markets aiming to provide mo re

excl us ive and craft-orientated products. ranging through clothing. antiques and coll ectibles ,

38 This observation is based on personal experience. as well as the experience of friends at family shopping at the
~arket. Specific examples included pottery. clothing, lamp-shades and hand-painted wood items. :::>

.' Interview with Di Greenwood.

40 Interview with Alan Wheeler. Manager of the Informal Trading Department of the Durban Metropolitan
Council.



arts and food -stuffs (The Dai ly News - 18/12 /96 ). Of the seve n largest markets in Durban,

four are following this route and targeting the middle to upper income groups. The Essenwood

Craft Market. held weekl y in Berea Park in the upmarket Musgrave area has clearly been most

successful in crafting an "upmarket" image for itself. The Point Waterfro nt and The Stables

markets both target the aforementioned income groups. while since 1992 the AmphiMarket

has been emphasising craft products over mass produced items as an attempt to regain its

image as a true craft market (pers. comm."' ).

The number of markets in the Durban Municipal Area (DMA) has t1uctuated in the past five
,

years. with several markets approved by the Informal Trading Depa rtment for operation on

Co uncil land failing to get off the ground. Their failure is attributed partl y to a saturation in

the market. and part ly to poor marketing and advertising. Locational and parking constraints

may also have been an issue . The number of markets in Durban is considered fairl y stable at

the moment. with eight Co uncil-approved markets. Of these. seven have over one hundred and

forty stalls. with the eighth having onl y twel ve stalls (pers. comm ." ). This latter market. in

Durban North. has declined from a high of seventy stalls in 1994, and efforts are currently

being made to revive it (pers. comm.Y). There are of course numerous markets in Durban

which do not fall under the auspices of the Informal Trading .Department (that is, on Co uncil

land ): a local newspapers showed another four Saturday, and four Sunday markets ope rating

in the DMA on a typical weekend (The Independent on Saturday - 23/05 /98 ). Over the Easter

long weekend the paper advertised sixteen Saturday marke ts and nine Sunday markets, again

excluding those approved by the Department (The Saturday Paper - 11/04/98 ).

:~ Interviews conducted with organisers of Council- approved markets in the Durban Municipa l Area COMA).
- Interview with Alan Wheeler.

~3 Interview with Keith Hendra.
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Figure 2:

Profile of Council-A pprove d Flea Markets in the DM A - Customers

MARKET [Turge t Operating Op erating No. visitors
Market Days Hours per day I

South Plaza All Sunday 9am - 5pm 24 000
Point Waterfront Mid - Upper Sat & Sun 9am - 5pm 8 000
AmphiMarket All Sunday "Dawn to Dusk" 15 000
rrhe Stables M id - Upper Wed & Fri. 6pm - 10pm 15 000
............ ................ ................ ..................... ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . . .................................... ......... ...... ......... ........ .... ............ ........... ............

Sunday llam-5pm
IEssenwood Craft Mid - Upper Saturday 9am-2pm ;27 000
Church Walk V\ ll Every day 8am-5pm ')

Durban North All , Saturday 7:30am-lpm 1200-300
Carnival Market Low - Mid Sunday 8am - 4pm *
I Most figures refl ect peak season attendance. The Stables reported peak attendance of 15 000.
compared to a regular attendance of 5 000. For the Essenwood Craft Market regular attendance is
between 7 000 and 10 000. An example of how an estimate is made is to conduct a count of entrants
through all gates for a three minute period at various times throughout the day. These figures are then
extrapolated to give daily attendance estimates. At the Essenwood Market estimates were based on a
combination of number of cars. and head-counts within limited areas.

* The market organiser refused to answer any more questions.
? Interviewee unable to provide information.

Figure 3 :

Profile of Council-A pproved Flea "Iarkets in the DMA - Stall- Holders

MARKET Year s No. stalls No. stalls A pprox. 0;;, Stalls
Op erating at start presently clothing wait-listed

South Plaza 12 yrs ? 543 ? 500+
Point Waterfront 12 .5 yrs 20-40 180 1 28% 100+
AmphiMarket 15 yrs 10 ~60-280 30% ')

The Stables 1.5 yrs 100 ~OO 10% ± 1000
Essenwood Craft 5 yrs 180 121 0-220 25% ± 640
Church \Valk 3-4 yrs 50 141 Majority 10-30
Durban North 4-5 yrs 60 12- 17% a
Carnival Market 3.5 yrs * 145* * *
I

~

) Rose to JOO stalls. but dropped due to poor location - inaccessible by public transport.

- This market started with 60 stalls. which rose to 70. Around the 1994 election the number began to
drop. The organiser was unsure exactly why. although security fears were considered an issue.

* The market organiser refused to answer these questions. Estimate of number of stalls obtained from
-, the Informal Tradin g Department of the Durban Metropolitan Council.

? Interviewee unable to provide information
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4.2.1
-t-t

The Essenwood Craft Market-

The Essenwood Craft Market was started bv Jennet Brown. herself a former informal sector

operator. as a response to the identification of a particular niche in the market for an upmarket

craft market. where quality and design. rather than price are the selling points. Furthermore

she hoped to resolve the problem of the lack of protection for product design apparent at other

markets in the Durban area where successful designs could be copied and then sold at the

same market. often undercutting the original designer. The intention has always been to keep

the market small enough to avoid duplication of products . The market is also seen to play an

important role as a skills platform. offering an opportunity for small businesses to show thei r
r

works . The market specifically targets the upper income group. and has been voted the best

market in South Africa for the past two years.

The fi rst traders were attracted by word of mouth. which was facilitated by Jennet's

background in the market industry. The original traders represented traditional home

industries, rather than small scale businesses. Initially the bulk of the stall-holders were

clothing producers. although currently clothing stalls are held at 25% of the total. Jennet

suggests that the market is increasingly attracting a different type of stall -holder: the "old"

stall-holders were craft people producing and selling craft items to supplement family or

personal incomes. The "new" breed of stall-holder has often been retrenched from the formal

sector. and are increasingly university graduates unable to get a position in the formal sector.

Jennet feels that this group by personality and mindset do not tit into the informal sector, and

have the eventual intention of moving into the formal sector. The background and goals of
~ ~ ~

stall -holders is one of the issues to be investigated by this stud y.

In addition to providing retailing facilities for t\VO hundred and ten entrepreneurs. the market

also provides ten stalls for charity organisations. Furthermore the market provides weekend

employment for eight labourers who are responsible for setting up tables. four porters who

assist stall -holders and customers. and three domestic workers who work in the tea zardenseo

H This Section is based in its entirety on an interview conducted with Jennet Brown, the orzaniser of the
Essenwood Craft Market. -
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and keep an eye on children in the park. The twenty seven security staff are off-duty city and

state police officers and SANDF personnel. and exclude the eleven car gua rds .

4.2.2 The Re~ulati()n of Markets

The Informal Trade Department leases Council -owned land for flea markets. This is done

either on application from a group or individual interested in organising a market. or by the

tendering of ava ilab le and suitable land identified by the Counci l. Gro ups or individuals

wishing to operate a market submit an application which goes befo re the Informal Trade

Working Group. which is made up of representatives of interested departments (pers.

4' 'comm. -). The approva l process has not always gone smoothly however, with different

departments (such as the City Police and the Physi cal Enviro nment Department) at times

reaching different conclusions as to the suitability of a venue (pers . comm.l"). Applications

are approved or rejected on grounds such as adequate parking and locational conditions. with

no attempt being made to control competition by limiting the number of markets in an area

(pers. comm .").

While the Department does not actively regulate Cou ncil-approved markets, except to ensure

that they do not exceed the number of authorised stalls, it is coming unde r increa sing pressure

to ensure that more sta lls are made avai lab le at t1ea markets for black stall-holders. who

appear to be under-represen ted in this arena. The Department is disc ussi ng this with market

organise rs. with one solution being for black traders to form co-operatives which then sell at a

single stall. Thi s is effectiveIv what is done at the Essenwood Craft Market where SEWU
~. ,

runs a stall. While existing contracts make no provision for insisting on a certain number of

stalls being made available for black entrepreneurs. the Informal Trade committee has recently

requested that such a provision be included in new leases . (pers. comm."). From the

perspective of the Essenwocd Craft Market a "quota system ' may well prove problematic,

wi th the suggestion being that it is extremely difficult to find black traders producing the sort

of high quali ty. des ign-intensive goods demanded by the upmarket craft mark et consumer

~5 Interview with Alan Wheeler
~6 Interview with Jennet Brown
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(pe rs. comm.·n) This raises interesting questions. to be considered at a later. as to the potential

for the White Paper on Small Business to create a nexus between its objectives of equity and

sustaina ble eco nomic growth.

Regulation of markets also occurs at the level of the marke t itself. with considera ble authoritv
~ .

exe rcised bv the market oruaniser. Most obv ious lv. control is exercised bv determining what
... - . ""-

products are sold at the market. This is particularly the case at those markets. like the

Essenwood Craft Market. which style themse lves as upmarket craft-or ientated markets. If the

market is to attract the upper income group. then a certain quality and type of product must be

ensured . Conversely. the type' and price of products serves to draw a partic ular group of

buyers. At the Esse nwood Craft Market a small com mittee of stall-holders assi sts in the

running of the market. and plays a role in screening and selecting new products for the market.

The description of the working of the committee suggests a very info rmal structure. In

practise new products are often vetted by any available sta ll-holders, rather than by the

committee itself. and final veto power is held by Jennet. Market organisers may also act to

limit competition. by allowing only a certain number of stalls to sell similar products at the

-ISmarket (pers . comm. ).

Contro l exe rcised by the market orga niser can extend beyond j ust control of products, to

control of the type of individual sell ing at the market. The appeal of the Essenwo od Craft

Market as a famil y event is maintained by a careful control of the venue, and the behaviour of

stall-holders. Stall-holders are asked to protect the enviro nment (by keeping it litter-free, and

not damaging the trees etc .). to behave appropriately (with bad lang uage and alco ho l not

accepted). and to be considerate of customers (for instance by parking only in the stall-holders

parking area). Stall-holders who do not maintain this code of conduct can be and have been, ,

sanctio ned. in some cases by excl usion from the market (pers. cornm .i").

~ 7 Interview with Jenne t Brown. She stated that attempts had been made to encourage black traders to operate at
the Essenwoo d Craft: Market. but invariably the traders themselves withdrew from the market in a matter of
weeks. due to low demand.
~8 Interview with Jennet Brown



While not to be considered in any depth in this paper, it is worth noting the extent to which

small informal enterprises remain vulnerable to external authority. despite their successful

avoidance of the formall y regulated economy, Informality allows enterprises to avoid state

regulation and taxati on. while selling at a market provides the opportunity to avoid the

traditionally asymmetrical power relations between small producers and large formal retailers

(Harrison 1997), Howe ver, these arguably strategic operating decision place the informal

enterprise at the mercy of the market organiser, who has the authority to terminate access to

the market at any time. The flexibility and other benefits of informalisation, it seems, always

come at a cost.

4.3 Implications for the Study

This chapter has situated the development of flea and craft markets, as an alternative retail

space, within the broader shift in production and. particularly. consumption patterns which are

associated with the post-F ordist era. Moving from the general to the specific. the development

of the "market scene' in Durban has been examined, with particular reference to the upmarket

Essenwood Craft Market.

Through the discussion in this chapter we have drawn attention to two of the research

questions outlined in introductory chapter:

• Are informal entrepreneurs predominantly involuntary entrants into the informal sector,

excluded from the formal sector by retrenchments and lack of employment opportunities?

• What role has. and can . the White Paper on Small Business play in the development of

innovative small enterprises targeting the upper end of the market? How does the White

Paper intend to balance equity with sustainable growth in its support of small enterprises?

The next chapter will outline the findings of the stud y. in order to pro vide answers to these,

and other questions.
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CHAPTERS:

Study Findings:

The aim of this chapte r is to set out the results of the study of the activities of small clothing

enterprises at the Essenwood Craft Market. Part I of this chapter dea ls with the findings of

the survey of clothing enterprises at the Esse nwood Craft Market. Part II presents the

findin gs of a second round of research which evo lved out of the findinzs of the initial survev.- _ ..

It explores links between designer-retailer enterprises operating at the Essenwood Craft

Market. and their CMT cperators. In Chapter 6 the findings outlined in this chapter will be

discussed in term s of the shifting industri al paradi gms outlined in Chapters 2 and 3.

PART I:

Findings of the Survey of the Essenwood Clothing Enterprises

The survey obtained a 50% respo nse rate, and an informal scan of those who fall into the

category of non-respondents sugges ts that there is little to differentiate them from respondents

in terms of age. size of business or any othe r obvious criteria. This in turn suggests that basic

statistical observations of the characteristics of respondents are likely to grve a good

indication of the situation prevailing in the population as a whole.

As will be discussed, clothing stalls at the market were found to represent both simple retail

activity and the retailing aspect of enterprises invo lved in design, production and retail.

Unless otherwise stated. survey findings refe r to all clothing businesses operating stalls at the

market. both retailers and manufacturers. Whi le a case could be made for concentrating

excl usively on manufacturing enterp rises, this would effectively mean releg atin g the

marketin g aspects of post-Ford ism to an inferior posi tion. and would ignore aspects of

informa lisation built around survival strategies rather than such issues as avo idance of state

regulation. In the interests of a comprehensi ve and unbiased study it was decided to include

all clothing stall s in the analysis wherever possibl e.
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5.1 T arget Markets

Based on both location and the stated intention of the organiser. the Essenwood Craft Market

aims to attract customers from the upper income groups. While most respondents ident ified

middle to uppe r income groups as their target market. four respondents included low incom e

groups in their assessment of the target market. suggesting a poor grasp of market

demographics . Clothing enterprises at the market prod uce for all age groups from infants to

adults. although individual enterprises tend to produce for a narro wer market segment, for

instance. children. teenage rs. or adults. or in combination for children and teenagers or
,

teenagers and adults . Only four enterprises covered all age groups in their product range.

No ne of the enterprises surveyed specifically produced menswear. and eve n in stalls where

clo thing for both sexes was produced. the fema le market was clearl y dominant.

Although the mar ket has a stated "craft" orienta tion. only 25% of the respo ndents sold

process-intensi ve clothing whic h required an above average level of hands-on work to

produce . A particular trend in this group were those producing over-dyed clot hing , a process

whereby co lourfu l clot hing is produced by first prin ting designs onto fabric. and the reafter

dyeing either the texti le or the comp leted garment. Four of the twenty one respondents

produc ed this type of clot hing. mostly for the ch ildren's market.

5.2 A Profile of the Surveved Clothing Enterprises

The enterp rises operating at Essenwood Craft Market can be loosel y divided into producers

and non-producers . Producers. who together accounted for just over 70% of the survey

respo ndents. could be furthe r divided into two groups of equal size: those who controlled

production directly (manufacturing-retailers). and those who contracted a CMT operator to

produce to their specifications (designer-retailers) . Just five out of the twenty one respondents

were non- producers. with two selling imported clothing, and three acting as agents for the

producing enterprise . The afo rementioned scan of the non-respo ndent population sug gested

that this is an accurate ret1ection of the breakdown of the popu lation as a whole, so that in the

total population. approxi mately 80% of clothing stall operators were involved in some way in

production. (See Figure 4 on next page )
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Only four respondents were non-whi te . a rea listic ret1ecti on of the racial make-up of the en tire

population of stall-holders at the market. and a reasona ble reflection of the customers attracted

to the market. Interestingly. only one o f the producers was non-white. All except two of the

respondents were female. and the average age o f respondents was 34 years. with 56% of all

respondents falling within the 25 to 34 year age bracket"
9

. The average age of producers using

CMTs was 31 years. compared with 39 years for respondents controlling production

'iO
themselves' .

Figure 4:
,

Types of Activity of Enterprises Operating at the Esse nwood Craft Market

Des igner
Retailers

- 8 -

Manufacturi ng
Retailers

- 8 -

Importers
- 2 -

Agents

- 3 -

Stall-holders at the market were we ll-educa ted. with 55% of the respondents holding a Matric

plus three year diploma or degree . Onl y eight res pondents (38% of the those surveyed)

claimed to ha ve previous experienc e in the clothing industry (ranging from dress-making to

retailing experience). Interestingly. seven of these respondents fell into the category of

producers. so that 44% o f producers had come pre vious clothing experience (with a fairly

even sp lit between the designer-retailer and manufacturing-retailer groups). This suggests that

previous clothing experience provi des more of an advantage to those involved in designing

49 In two cases two stall-holders were ident ified in the questionnaire (husband and wife. and mother and daughter
respect ively). For the purpose of calculating the average age of the stall-holders the number of responde nts was
then taken as 23. rather than 21.
50 This figure is arguably lower than it should be. as it includes two younger respondents (age 20 and 23
respectively, who are jointly involved in production with a parent. Excluding these individuals brings the average
age of self-producers to 44.
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and producing clothing, than to those involved simply in retailing. Nonetheless, previous

experience is clearly not essential for running a successful informal clothing enterprise. A

similar situation emerged as regards previous experience in running a business . The six

respondents who have experience in - operating a business covered a range of activities,

including publishing. architecture. clothing manufacturing and retailing. and quilt making.

Entrepreneurship was found to be the motivating factor behind the establishment of most of

the small businesses. with 48% of respondents indicating that a desire to work for themselves

prompted their decision to open a business . About 33% indicated that their original motivation

for establishing the clothing .enterprise was to have an additional source of incomes I , while

just three of the twenty one respondents had been retrenched from the formal sector, none of

these from the clothing sector.

5.3 Historv and Operation of Enterprises

The enterprises surveyed were predominantly informal, with just six respondents reporting

that their enterprise was registered. Verbal comments from respondents suggested that

avoidance of taxation features strongly as a reason for informality, with one respondent noting

that the company was only registered when it became too large to avoid it any longer.

Start-up capital was accessed through a variety of means. most of them informal. In the

majority of cases business were started with personal savings or with gifts or loans from

family or friends . One business was started on the basis of a retrenchment package. On ly two

enterprises turned to a bank for finance . Notably. only one enterprise had accessed state

assistance (through the SBDC) in setting up operations. This seemed symptomatic of a general

lack of knowledge of and interest in state support for small businesses. Only eight respondents

(or 38%) claimed any awareness of support measures on offer from the state. With the

5 1 This can be compared to Jennet Brown's suggestion (see Section 4.2.1) that more recent market entrants are
being "pushed" into the informal sector through, for instance, the inability to get formal sector employment. The
evidence from the survey does not prove or disprove this theory, however. Reasons behind decisions to operate in
the informal sector are discussed further in Chapter 6.



abovementioned exception no respondent had accessed any form of small busines s support,

either in the form of loans . advice
52

or training.

A noticeable feature of enterprises for which surveys were completed is the short leng th of

time for which they have been operating. Fifty percent have only been in ope ration since

1995, while only one was in operation before 1990 . The decisio n to operate would seem to be

closely linked to the opportunity to sell at the Esse nwood Market. with seven enterprises

using the market as thei r fi rst outlet. and three others only se lling from home prior to their

en try into the market. Other ente rprises which had operated pr ior to entry into the market had
r

do ne so largely at other markets. or in a few cases through small reta ilers . While the

Essenwood Craft Market appears to be the focus of marketi ng etforts. only one enterprise sells

only at the Essenwood Market. Four respondents reported selling at various markets, both in

Durban and in other towns and cities, while ten respondents sell through both formal retail

outlets and markets. This suggests the use of the Essenwood Craft Market as a platform for

penetrating other markets. The overwhelming majority of enterprises gave what mi ght be

termed "positive" reasons for operating at markets. particularly the benefits of low overheads

and better exposure to and contact with customer. The minority of "negative" reasons for

choosing to operate at markets included an inabi lity to access formal outlets or to satisfy their

demands in terms of quantity . Three enterprises stated that they were using the market as a

testing gro und for a new en terprise .

5.4 Competition and Competitors

A question rating the relative importance of several aspects of competitiveness reflected a

clear understanding amongst firms of the growing importance of a range of issues, besides

simply price. in meeting customer demand. The stated aim of the Essenwood Craft Market is

to sell "quality goods at a reasonable price ". in contrast to the traditional idea of a flea market

whe re low prices are the main att raction. Nonetheless. most respondents felt that price was an

importan t or very important facto r enabling them to compete in thei r target market, with price

ge tting an average rating of four on a scale where one was not important and five very

5~ One respondent did however report using the Department of Trade and lndustrv' s "G lobal Trade Product
Magazine" as a way of gain access to export markets. .
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important. Notably, quality and product design were considered to be slightly more important

than price as a sourc e of competitive advantage. Perhaps a better indication of the relative

impo rtance of price and design can be gained by considering the mark-up on garments . The

average mark-up is calculated to be 781Yo. although actual mark-ups ranged from 35 - 300%.

The lowest mark-up was 0 11 simple (and very popular) summer dresses which most closely

approximated "muss-produc ed" garments. This suggests a trade -off between design-intensity

and price. whereby customers consider price less impo rtant in relation to design-intensive

garments. Product range and variety were considered the least important factor in competition,

suzzestinz that enterprises are specialising in mark et niches.00 _ _

Figure 5:

Relative Importance of Var ious Factors in Enterpr ise Competitiveness

NOTE: I = Not Importa nt. 5 = Very Important

5

4

3

2

Design Quality Price Range &
Variety

Competition in the clothing industry is always fierce , and the situatio n IS no different for

informal enterprises operating at markets. Competition comes from a variety of sources, both

internal and external to the market. Half of all respondents thought that other market-based

enterprises. both at Essenwood and other markets. were a major source of competi tion. Thirty

three percent felt that small retailers otfered competition. while 24% felt cha in-stores to be a

source of competition". Interestingly, competition from chain-stores was noted by two

respondents as being a recent phenomenon (" in the past yea r only") , and seems to be linked

very closely to chain -stores picking lip on innovative market ideas and retailing large

quantities of innovative prod ucts . often at lower prices. This was apparent in the case of over-

53 Respondents were not limited to one response only. Percentages therefore total more than 100%.
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dyed clothing as well as in UV protective swimwear. In the case of children's clothing Il1

particular "house parties" were mentioned by several respondents. either as a source of .

competition or as another form of informal retailing. In this instance clothing is sold to groups

of women meeting socially in a private home. with the orguruser getting some form of

incentive from the producer or agent.

Forty-four percent of producers surveyed complained that their designs have been cop ied by

competitors within the market. by small retail outlets and by chain-stores such as Edgars. Pick

'n Pay and Mr Price54
. Several respondents commented on the difficulty of "copy-writing" a

,
design. Although the stated intention of the Essenwood Craft Market is to control competition

in an effort to protect producers who originate an idea, the impression gained from the surveys

is that this has not been very successful. Four respondents complained of designs being copied

by other stall-holders within the market. A telephonic interview with an entrepreneur who had

previously sold over-dyed children' s clothing at the market highlighted this problem. She

pointed out that just 2-3 years ago over-dyeing was a new style innovation, largely confined to

craft markets. with only herself and one other enterprise selling at the Essenwood Craft

Market. Currently about seven of the total clothing stall population are selling such clothing,

and chain stores such as Mr Price and Pick 'n Pay are also producing the same styles.

Interestingly. the interviewee noted that copying and borrowing of designs goes on

continually in the clothing industry. She pointed out that this becomes problematic for small

enterprises when customers can no longer distinguish between designers (no name or design

recognition) or when large producers can sell at much lower prices. She feels that excessive

competition and changing customer demand means that the end is in sight for this style. and

has personally stopped producing such clothing.

54 The question arises as to whether these stores do in fact compete directly with the Essenwood Craft Market in
terms of the type of customer attracted . Edgars is an upmarket clothing chain store, Pick' n Pay a supermarket
store which is increasingly trying to appeal to a more upmarket group of customers, (so that a comparison might
be made with Woolworths). while Mr Price is a "trendy" factory shop chain. Small retail outlets are more likely
to attract the same customer groups . Clearly, the issue of competitors is a complex one: while the chain stores,
independent retailers and the Essenwood Craft Market may not be in direct competition in terms of customers,
the survey definitely indicates some overlap. so that copying and mass production has a negative impact on craft
market sales.
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5.5 Design Issues5..5.

Design ideas and skills appear to be central to the establishment of these small enterprises.

with design largely the responsibility of the entrepreneur. Onl y one well-established formal

enterprise uses an external designer. Garments are in most cases designed and produced for

two seasons annually. alth ough six respondents sold seasonally specific garments the whole

year round. notably swim-wear and summer dresses . One respondent stated that the off-season

was used to stock-pile for the summer season when demand was very high . Design ideas were

drawn largel y from general fashion trends. predominantly overseas trends. but also from

trends within local clothing chain-stores . Customer suggestions appear to be important in
,

developing designs. with j ust over 50% of respondents listing this as a source of des ign ideas.

The range of garments produced by a particular enterprise varies considerably. and the source

of variety can lie in either the sty le of pattern. the type or the colour of the fabrics . On average

twenty styles of patterns and three types of fabric are used. The number of colours in which

garments are produced varies considerably. usuall y depending on how interesting the products

range is in terms of style s and fabric types. By way of example. enterprises specialising in

over-dyeing techniques tend to use a limited range of colours at anyone time, while an

enterprise producing simple cotton summer dresses uses a huge and ever varying range of

fabric designs .

The enterprises do not appear to be particularly inno vative in terms of significant design

changes, with most respondents reporting that only slight changes are made to the style of

garments produced. and these are largel y in terms of colour and print. rather than sty le. While

enterprises clearly do respond to changing fashions by adapting their design. there seems to be

little effort to buttress against any radical shifts in fashion by introducing completely new

styles. In informal discussion one non-respondent to the formal survey said that the demand

for their primary product had died down. forcing them to introduce a new range in addition to

the old . This sort of response is very much in the minority howe ver.

55 This section relates only to producing enterprises - both manufacturing-retailers and designer-retailers.



5.6 Production

As has been pointed out. of the sixteen respondents invo lved in both production and retail ,

eight controlled all aspects of production directly (manufacturing-retailers). while eight

designed and so ld garments which were actually produced by a CNIT operator (designer

reta ilers ). In fourteen of the sixteen cases. produc tion was loca ted in the greater Durban area.

while anoth er enterprise used CMT operato rs in both Durban and Cape Town. The sixteenth

enterprise produces in Pietermaritzburg.

5.6.1 Interna llv Ma naged Production - Manufacturing-Retai lers
,

All except one of the manufacturing retai lers would be class ified as micro-enterprise in terms

of the White Paper on Small Business (Government of South Africa 1995: 10). with an

average of 2.4 permanent employees and 1.2 temporary employees. The other (formally

registered) enterprise would best be classified as a small or medium enterprise. with fifty

permanent employees. These employment figure s are problematic however. in that only six

respondents provided the necessary figures. Furthermore outliers make accurate inferences

difficult. What can be inferred is that manu fact uring-retail er enterprises at the market,

particularly those which are informal. are small. and offer little scope for employment

creation . Nonetheless. the fact that thes e info rmal enterp rises are profitable enough to support

both the owners and some employees should be viewed as a retlection of their success. The

number of employees in four of the eight enterprises has increased in the past two years,

remaining static in the other four enterprises. One enterprise reported employing onl y family

members. Other enterprises used a mix of (a minority of) home-workers and employees

working on company property (which in all excep t two cases is a private home).

Employees with previous experience in the clothing industry are clearly preferred by these

enterprises. and all respondents felt that their employees were adequately skilled for the

demands of the market. Only one enterpri se formally budgeted for training, with other

enterprises engaging in inform al on-the-jo b training where necessary. Production is organised

along traditional "di vision of labour" lines. with each worker responsible for a different part

of production . rather than for a complete garment. Few formal quality control systems appear



to be in place. with checking done by the entrepreneur where necessary. None of the workers

employed by these enterprises are unionised.

5.6.2 CMT-Based Production - Designer-Retailers

Of the eight producing enterprises which use CMT operators. only one has previously had its

own manufacturing unit. The primary reason for choosing to outsource production was cost

effectiveness. with seven enterprises citing this consideration. Other less pressing reasons are

a lack of production skills. an unwillingness to deal with employees. and the size of

production which may be considered too large to control internally. Most enterprises use only
,

one CMT operator. although two enterprises divide production between two CMT operators,

while another uses four CMTs.

Six of the respondents characterised their relationship with their CMTs as committed and

long-term, whilst the remaining two see the relationship as short-term and arms-length. Five

of the enterprises in question responded that producing through a CMT operator had

sometimes been problematic. Complaints related to poor quality and failure to meet

production and delivery deadlines . Amongst the five enterprises which complained of

problems with their CMTs. three characterised their relationship with their CMTs as

committed. while two termed the relationship short-term. This suggests two ways in which

enterprises deal with problems which arise with CMTs. On the one hand, a committed

relationship suggests that solutions to problems would be negotiated. while the existence of a

short-term relationship suggests that problems are more likely to be solved by terminating the

relationship and finding another CMT.

5.7 Relationships with Other Enterprises

Globally. dynamic small enterprises are found to be developing closer relationships with

suppliers. and to be learning to co-operate with competitors in matters of mutual interest.

Questions were posed to the sixteen producing enterprises to determine if there was any

evidence of these more dynamic relationships amongst the clothing enterprises under

discussion.
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5.7.1 Relationships with S uppliers

Inputs used by the ente rprises vary greatly depending on the nature of the garments being

produced . Whil e most enterprises share a need for traditional inputs such as fabric and

cottons. the craft-orientated nature of some of the enterprises demands othe r more unu sual

inputs such as fab ric paints. and services such as fabric dyeing. On average enterprises used

about nine suppliers in 1997 . with a min imum est imate of two . and a maximum of fifteen .

An examination of the firms ' five main supp liers shows tha t most are located near to the point

of production. that is within the greater Durban area. One enterprise purchases fabric from

Pretoria. while another imports directly from Korea. The frequenc y of deli very ranges widely,

with most inputs being purchased on a weekly to monthly basis. Only two enterprises took

deli very of some inputs more freq uently. in one case daily . and in ano ther tw ice wee kly .

Several enterprises took deli ver y of materials even less frequentl y however. with periods

ranging from every second to every fourth month.

Just under half of the producing enterprises use some imported input materials . Qua lity

consideration s are the main reason for using imported material s. although in some cases the

price of imported inputs we re reported as better than local alternatives. Av ailability. variety

and the need to keep up with fashion trends were other reasons given for using imported

fabrics . Quality is the deciding factor when choosing suppliers. local or foreig n. altho ugh

price, deli very reliability and a willingness to fill small orders are also important. The

availability of credit facilities are not particularly important when choosing a supp lier,

althou gh this is probably coloured by the fact that the provision of credi t facili ties is rare.

From the resp onses it is clear that the actual performance of suppliers does not meet the

expectations o f the sma ll ent erprises . Thi s is illustrated in Figure 6 bel ow which compares

the requi rements of small enterprise buyers (measured as the importance of various criteri a in

choosing a sup pliers) wi th the firms ' rati ng of actual suppliers' per formance :
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Figure 6:

Requirem ents of S mall Ent erprise Buvers. and Supplier Performance

Qual ity
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Attitudes to suppl iers vary widely amongst enterprises . Of the thirteen enterprises who

responded to a question about the nature of their relationship with their suppliers. six felt that

they enjoyed a committed long -term relationship. four an arms length long -term relationship,

while three respondents felt that their relationship with suppliers was best described as arms

length and short-term. Thi s ambivalence is again apparent in comments made by respondents.

While one enterprise pointed out that suppliers are as important to the survival of the

enterprise as are customers. others pointed out that suppliers do not support small enterprises,

giving preference to large companies. The relatively small input requirements of small

enterprises makes it easier for them to simpl y visit another supplier if one cannot supply what

they require. enc ouraging less committed relati onships.

5.7.2 Relationships with Competitors

Clothing enterprises operating at the Essenwood Craft Market appear to have traditionally

insular relatio nships with their com petitors within the market. While the market organiser

suggested that rela tionships between competitors withi n the market are affa ble, co-operation
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does not seem to extend beyond watching each others stalls for a few minutes . Only one

enterprise reported co-operating with other enterprises at the market. This co-operation

involves a small group which meets to share general and market-related information, and

assist one another with deliveries where practical. Clearly most enterprises are not making

dynamic use of the opportunities atforded by clustering at the retail end of the pipeline to

further their joint interests .

Relationships with other clothing enterprises are no closer outside the market, with no

evidence of any co-operation. either in the form of arrangements to share premises and
,

equipment or to jointly fill large orders. Furthermore, none of the enterprises reported

belonging to any associations or organisations for either clothing firms in particular, or small

businesses in general.

5.8 Exports

Considering the very small size and informal nature of most of the clothing enterprises under

investigation one of the most surprising findings was that four of the sixteen producing

enterprises export. All of these exporters were informal. Three of the enterprises began

exporting in 1997. while a fourth has been exporting since 1995. Exporting seems to be

haphazard. rather than strategic, with one company having been approached by a foreign mail

order catalogue after her company was featured in an article in a local paper, and two

beginning exporting at the request of local customers with contacts overseas. Only the

enterprise which has been exporting since 1995 appears to have pro-actively targeted export

markets, with the Internet, SAFTO and OTI identified as the means of moving into export

markets . Three enterprises export to one country each, while the fourth exports to five

countries. Clothing is exported to the United Kingdom. Israel. Zambia, the USA, Australia,

Germany and France. Export turnover was reported as still negligible for one company, and

for the others was reported as 3%, 25% and 48% of overall turnover respectively.
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PART II:

Findings of the Interviews with ClVlT Operators

In the initial survey of clo thing enterprises at the Essenwoo d Craft Market it was discovered

that eight enterprises chose to subcontract the actual production work to a CMT enterprise.

Cle arly. such CNITs play an important role in the overall eco nomic activity represented by

cloth ing stall s at the Essenwoo d Craft Market. and as such deserve further attention. It was

decided to explore these linkages through a series of inte rview s with some of the CMT

operators in question . The interviews were not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to focus

attention on a fairly limit ed range of issues which appeared relevant to the overall study.
. ,

Interviews were conducted direc tly with three CMT enterprises, while another two interviews

were conducted with stall -holders who refused to divulge the name of their CMT operator. In

both cases it was claimed that the stall-holder's enterprise was the only client of the CMT, and

the stall-holder was in a good position to comme nt on the CMTs activity. Of the remaining

three craft market enterprises using CMTs . one proved difficult to contact. and two preferred

not to participate in this port ion of the study.

5.9 Characte rist ics and Operation of the CMT Enterprises

Of the five CNITs interviewed either dire ctly or indirectly, only one was a formall y registered

company. Discussions with two other stall-holders indicated that the CNITs they used also

chose to operate informally. The characteri stic s of the CMTs can be neatly split along this

formal -informal divide : the formal CMT had been operating for about ten years, was run by a

male, and had large retail chains amongst its customers. Of the four informal CMTs one had

been operating for six years. while the others had all been operating for less than five years.

All four were run by females. and most of their work came from enterprises (mostly informal)

which sold through flea or craft market outlets . The informal CMT enterprises included an

"outlier" in the form of the longest running business, which had grown very rapidly, even

producing for retail chains. but had subs equentl y collapsed. For the past two years the

business has been operating on a more manageable scale. with j ust one customer. From the

interviewed enterprises it would seem that years of operation do not necessarily bring a move



towards formalisation. The one formal CMT interviewed had formally registered after just six

months of operating as a home -based informal enterprise.

Amongst CMTs. previ ous expenence In the clothing industry seems to be of similar

importance in the choice of business as it was to manufacturing -retailers. with two CMT

operators having worked previo usly in the formal clothing sector
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. However. unlike the

manufacturing-retailers in question. both CMT operators had been retrenched from formal

sector employment. Another entrepreneur had sewn privately before going into business as a

CMT. Three of the informal businesses operate from home. while the other. and the formal.
business, operate from commercial premises.

5.9.1 Emplovment Characteristics

Predictably, given the need to avoid official scrutiny, the informal enterprises interviewed had

significantly less employees than the formal enterprise. While the forma l enterprise had thirty

five full-time employees, the informal CMTs had four at most , and working arrangements

were more flexible. In one case both the two employees and the owner only worked one day

per week . while another two enterprises split their staff between one or two full-time workers,

and part-time staff who could help out in times of increased demand, sometimes in additio n to

full-time work elsewhere. The remaining informal enterprise and the formal enterprise had

only full-time workers, and used "short-time" as a solution to periods of low demand. The

staff of the forma l CMT are unionised, but this is not seen as a problem in an enterprise where

everything is "above board".

Interestingly. given interna tional trends in informalisation, none of the CMTs in question used

home-workers as part of their workforce. All employees, even those who only worked

occasionally and after hours. worked on enterprise premises.

50
50% of manufacturing-retailers and 40% of CMT operators had previous clothing sector experience.
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Figure 7:
Main C ha racter ist ics of CMTs Interviewed

NOTE : "- represents "No information. ,

CHAR".CTERISTICS C MT I C MT2 C MT3 CMT4 CMT5

Formal /Informal Informal Informal Informal Informal Formal

Years in operation 2 yrs I vr. -\. yrs 6 yrs 10 yrs

No. of sta ff - full-tim e I 0
.., ..., 35.J -............ ......................... ......................... ......................... ......................... .........................

···· · · · · ··· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ··· · ·· ······ ~· ·p~·~t~ti~~······ · ! ..., 0 I 0- -
S taff unionised? INo No No No Yes

Home-work? No No No No No

No. of customers I 4 - I 6

Total units per week 120 50 ± 200 - -
.. . ..

5.10 Relationships betw een C ra ft M a r ke t Designer-Retailers and C MTs

The relationships between craft market retailers and CMT opera tors were, for the most part,

initiated based on word-of-mouth references . None of the CMTs in question had advertised

their services. This once aga in probably ret1ects the need to avoid official scrutiny . One CMT

who had previously onl y sewn privately began operating after responding to an advertiseme nt

placed in a local newspaper by a stall-holder.

The typical contract between O\'IT and contracting enterprise has the contracting co mpany

responsible for the provision of patterns and fabric, and the CMT responsible for labour and

production. as well as the purchase of the necessary thread. The relationship between CMT

and craft market enterprises seems relativel y close, particularly when compared with the arms

length nature of enterprise-supplier relations discussed in the pre vious chapter. This is to be

expected however. as the nature of the relationship makes the CNiT and the craft market

enterprise highly interdependent. This was explicitly acknowledged by one enterprise which

was the so le customer of an informal CNIT enterprise . The owner of the enterprise noted that

such a high level of interdependence made both enterprises very vulnerable to any problems

experienced by the other. The solution was to try to encourage the CMT in question to se ll

some of its own production. while the market enterprise could redirect a portion of production

to another CMT. thereby diversify ing risk for both parties.
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The advantage to small info rmal retailers of using informal CMTs wo uld see m to lie in their

willingness to take on small orders . The formal CNIT operator who deals with a number of

large customers spoke o f the need to charge a higher unit rate for small orde rs .

Perhaps surp risingly . given the abundance of cheap retail outle ts in the form of flea ma rkets,

none of the C NiTs interviewed themselves so ld any garments. Thus CMTs are not in

competition with the enterprises the y produce for. Three o f the info rmal CMTs do private

dress-mak inz in addition to their work as CMTs. making a case for the fi nancial advantages ine ~ -

producing high quality specialised garments as opposed to larger runs of more widely

demanded garme nts .

5.11 Trends in Demand

The state of business in the clothing industry is affected by annual cycles of demand. broader

economic conditions. and trends within the international clothing industry. Three of the

Civl'Ts explicitly mentioned that business was poor at the moment. In the case of two informal

enterprises this was broadly linked to low levels of demand as a resu lt of a general lack of

money on the part of consumers. The formal CNIT had a more nuanced view of poor busines s

conditions. attributing it to a combination of competition from cheap imports and the lower

labour costs of CNiTs based outside of Durban. 1 otably, this company. which has had to

resort to operating an overdraft for the first time in 10 years. points out that it is not the

quantity of work which has decl ined. but rather the price received whic h has dropped. This

would suggest that. in the formal sector at least. it is excessive price-based competition, rather

than a lack of do mestic co nsumer demand which is affecting CMT business . Clearly

however. business is poor. with one enterprise reporting the quietest period in 4 years of

operation.

5.12 Concluding Comments

This chapter has set out the findinzs of the research conducted into the act ivity of the

Essenwood Craft Market clo thing enterprises. The emp hasis has bee n on exploring the effect

of and enterprise responses to. changes in the global competitive en vironment. Attention has

also been paid to exp lori ng the iss ue of info rma lisation.
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By way of conclusion. the next chapter will analyse the results set out in this chapter in terms

of the theory of new competition and informalisation. It will also consider issues of state

support for informal enterprises. and - the implications of the study for the broader South

African clothing industry .
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CHAPTER 6:

Global Trends and the Essenwood Clothing Enterprises:

Analvsis and Conclusions
c

The purpose of this study is to determine to what extent the acti vities of small. info rmal

clothing ente rprises. operating at an upmarket craft market reflect and are related to. broader

trends. both within the global economic environment, and within the global and local clothing

industr y. In exa mining this research problem we have built a theoretical framework which

considers the global emergence of a post -Fordist industrial structure. known variously as

flex ible specialisation or new competition. In addition. we have conside red the trend towards

informalisation, and the way in which the clothing industry has been influenced by both

flexible specialisation and informalisati on . By way of concluding this study, this chapter seeks

to ana lyse the growth and activity of the clothing enterprises at the Essenwood Craft Market

(as ret1ected in the survey findings outlined in the Chapter 5). with particular reference to the

research que stions outlined in Chapter I .

A review of these questions shows that they can be grouped loosel y around four issues. The

first set of questions relates to enterprise responses to change s in the nature of competition. Of

particular relevance here are issues of design and marketing inno vation, as well as inter-firm

relationships . The next set of questions look specifically at informalisation, with the intention

of explaining the dec ision of the Essen wood clothing enterprises to operate within the

informal sector. The third issue is one of government supp ort. with specific refe rence to the

imp lications of the White Paper on Small Business for the Essenwood clothing ente rprises.

The analysis concludes by taking a broader view of the activities of the Esse nwood Craft

Market clothing enterprises, wi th the intention of exploring implications for the restructuring

of the South African clot hing sector.

6.1 Sh ift ing Industrial Paradigms: New Competition and Inter-Firm Relationships

In Chapter :2 the key feature s of what is generally seen as an emerging industrial paradigm

were outlined. How relevant these features will be for particular enterprises depends on a
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variety of issues. including the size of the firm . the type of industry. and the nature of the

product. For instance. J-I-T production may be more relevant to large firms dealing with

numerous suppliers and huge throughput. than to micro-enterprises where it may be more

rational to sacrifi ce reduced inventory for cheaper. bulk purchases of inputs . Give n the nature

of the ent erprises under investig ation. the rele vance of fl exible specialisation to improved

competitiveness relates primarily to product innovation. marketing arra ngements and inter

firm relationships. Thus the que stions against which one can examine the responses of the

Essenwood Craft Market clo thing enterprises to the new paradigm of flexible specialisation

include :
,

• Firstl y. to what extent are the acti vities of the Essenwood Craft Market clothing firm s a

ret1ecti on of shifts in the broader competitive environment? More specifically:

• On what basis are the enterprises in question competing? How important is quality

and design versus price? How inno vati ve are these enterprises in terms of pro duct

design?

• How resp onsi ve are these enterprises to changing customer demands?

• How imp ortant are marketing arrangements to the success of the enterprises?

• What is the nature of inter-firm relationships :

• Do the se relati onships ret1ect the high levels of co-o peration with suppliers (in this

case also Cut Make and Trim -CMT- operators) usually associated with flexib le

specialisation? Is there any indication of co-operation between competing

enterprises. as outlined in the industrial district model?

• More broadl y. what is the nature of linkages between the informal clo thing

enterprises at the Essenwood Craft Market. and the formal sector?

6.1.1 Ne w Competition : Inn ovati ons in Design and Ma rketing

If we co nce ptua lise the emerging industrial paradigm in terms of "new competition" , then the

emphasis falls on understanding changes in consumer demand, and the way in which

enterprises compete to capture a greater share of this shifting demand by responding rapidly

and flexibl y to changing consumption trends. In this model one might argue that the design

; 7 CMT operators are involved in only the production aspects of clothing manufacture, and usually operate as
subcontractors to full manufacturers. or to design houses or independent retailers.
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and marketing aspects of meeting consumer demand are emphasised rather than the

production proce ss itse lf. If the emerging paradigm is conceptualised in these terms . findings

are largely positi ve . Enterprises at the Essenwood Craft Market are largely aware that price

alone is no longer a suffi c ient basis for competition. There is a clear recognition of the

importanc e of quality and design in att racting customers. although simple pric e co mpetition

remains important within the cont ext of the particular mark et segment. This awareness is best

ret1ected in the fact that in most cases design. rather than simply production or retailing is the

basis for entrepreneurial activity. with the stall-holder responsible for design in fifteen out of

the sixteen producing enterprises. The benefi ts to the enterprise of emphasising quality and.
design are quite clearly encapsulated in the finding that the low est mark-up is on the least

desi gn- intensive garments.

Survey responses show that ente rprises within the Essen wood Craft Market are responding to

the emergenc e of a more differentiated consumer demand. and are indi vidually targeting

narrow market niches as de fined by income. age and produc t rang e. This type of specialisation

and focus is essenti al for small enterprise s which are unable to compete with large firms in

terms of the economies of scale inherent in large production runs. Furthermore. there seems to

be a recognit ion amo ngs t ente rprises that. from a marketing perspective , meeting consumer

demand requires more than simply attention to product quality and features. The decision of

small ente rprises to locate within the Essenwood Craft Market contains an implicit

understanding of the value of situating retail acti vities within an environment which is
~ ~

conducive to consumption fro m a cultural as well as a pure ly economic pe rspective, The long

waiting list for the Essen wood Craft Market is an indication of the value attached to this

particular mark et venue as a retail outlet. The fact that the establishment of seven of the

surveyed enterprises coincided with their acce ss to retail space at this particular market

reinforces this assessment. The prese nce (in most cases) of the designer-producer at the point

of sale adds symbolic value to the product. At the same time , careful control of products sold

at the market serves to create an air of exclusivity and avoids any appearance of mass

production.
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In an era of hizhlv differentiated and chanainz demand a heightened awareness of custome re oJ "- .....

opinion is essential if new designs are to be developed timeously . While for large retailers this

can be achieved through formal market research. cost constraints faced by small enterprises

means that they must strive to maintain closer relationships with customers on an ongoing and

informal basis . The informal atmosphere of the market facilitates the exchange of ideas

between customers and stall-holders. and the weekly nature of most markets enables des igners

to be personally available to customers. Contact with customers is identified as a key factor in

the decision to operate at the craft market. and is one reason why at least half of the

respondents choose to continue to operate at these markets despite sales within the forma l
,

retai l sector. The clothing enterprises are clearly 'hearing' their markets. with 50% of

respondents citing customer suggestions as a source of design ideas . In addition, the

willingness of sta ll-ho lders to produce customised products is an important indicator of a

willingness to adapt to market demands.

Another important aspect of new competition is the ability of enterprises to innovate. In the

case of the small. informal clothing enterprises. the greatest opportunity for innovation exists

at the level of product design. and marketing. From a marketing perspective the decision of

enterprises to operate at the Essenwood Craft Market is clearly innovative. Enterprises appear

to be taking a strategic decision to remain in close contact with customers and to locate

retailing operations within an environment which appeals to customers' aesthetic preferences.

The Essenwood Craft Market appears to be the focus of firms ' marketing efforts, and to serve

as a platform for penetrating other markets, including formal retail outlets. A final positive

reflectio n of innovation in marketing is the fact that four out of the sixteen producing
~ 0

enterprises (25%) reported exporting some of their production. This evidence is impressive

when one compares it to evidence which shows 43% oiformal clothing manufac turer s are

exporting (Harrison 1997). While only one enterprise appeared to be taking a pro-active

approach to penetrati ng export markets. the potential is clearly thei r for exports to be

expanded. Given the emphasis on export-led growth in the era of globalisation, this is a

particularly positive sign of enterprise innovation.
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In term s of product design. innovation clearly featu res in the establishment of many of these

small enterprises . and large formal retail ou tlets have not been slow to copy these innovations.

Over-dved children' s clothing and UV protective swim wear are two such products which have. ~

been pop ularised within the market environment. (and to a lesser exte nt in sma ll retail outlets)

only to be co pied by mass-producing chain-stores. Despite the originality of initial concepts

and des igns . ongoing innovation on the part of these enterprises appears to be more limited.

While enterprises clearl y listen to their markets. and designs are regularly updated to stay

abreast of style and colour trends. diversification of the product line to enhance flexible
,

response to changing demand and increased competition does not seem to be occurring. While

this is caus e for concern. a longitudinal studv wo uld be needed to determine firm level
~ .

responses to decl ining demand over the long term . The limi ted evidence provided by this

study is mixed: discussions with two sta ll-holders (neither of whom completed surveys)

showed one to have diversified product range when demand clearly began to decline, while

another actually stopped producing altogether, moving into another area of business.

6.1.2 Th e Na ture of Inter-Fi rm Rela tionsh ips

In terms of inter-finn relatio nships. the respo nses of the surveyed enterprises are less positive.

As discussed in Chapter 2. the ideal model of flexible special isation is characterised by new

forms of inter-firm organisa tion designed to bring increased flexi bility to the production

process. and improve product quality. design and quick response to changing market signals.

Inter-firm relati onsh ips become closer , and communication between producers and suppliers

becom e increasingly impor tant as prod ucers strive for minimum inve ntories and flexible

inputs. At the level of the small firm the mainstay of flexibility is seen to lie in the networking

of enterprises wit hin a geog raphi c area. Co-operation between small firms can reduce costs in

the form of train ing and market ing and allow firms to achieve economies of scale in joint

production for large orders .

Durban has one of the country's two largest clo thing sector clusters (Harrison 1997), and this

is reflected in the fact that most suppliers used by Essenwood clothing enterprises are located

relati vely close to the producing enterprises, that is, within the greater Durban area. However,
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this is not ret1ected. as might be expected. in frequent deliveries and close relationships

between suppliers and producers. Most enterprises reported taking delivery of supplies on a

weekly to monthly basis. which. at least at the monthly end of that category. implies the

absence ofa J-I-T production philosophy. For small. informal enterprises infrequent deliveries

may be the most rational course of action. however. The infrequent nature of supply deliveries

might relate to the problems faced by small enterprises in generating enough turn-over to

demand a viable size order any more frequently than is already the case.

Only half of those answenng the question felt that they enjoyed a committed. long term
,

relationship with their suppliers. Most enterprises seemed reasonably satisfied with their

suppliers, although suppliers ' performance did fall short of enterprise expectations on all

measured variables. Suppliers were felt to fall short of requirements in terms of credit

facilities, innovative ability and delivery reliability. although the credit issue was, perhaps

surprisingly. not rated as a major small enterprise concern. Enterprises were generally

satisfied with their suppliers' willingness to fi ll small orders, and with the price of inputs.

Quality. which is very important to the enterprises. was another area where suppliers fell short

of expectations. Just under half of producing enterprises used some imported inputs.

Interestingly. the quality problem seems to be particularly relevant amongst local producers of

inputs. with poor local quality being the leading reason for sourcing foreign inputs . Price,

availability. variety and fashionability are all thought to lag in local input producers.

Relationships between designer-retailers and their CMTs seem much closer than is the case

with producing enterprises and their suppliers. Six of the eight designer-retailers see their

relationship with their CMT as committed and long-term. Four out of the five CMTs

interviewed were small. informal enterprises. and this may enhance the positive nature of

relationships. The power dynamics between the small. informal designer-retailer and small,

informal CMT can be expected to be more equitable than would be the case between an

informal producer and a formal. presumably larger supplier. Furthermore, the fact that most

designer-retailers use only one or two CMTs. while most CMTs subcontract for only a few

enterprises. can be expected to make the relationship more intensi ve. with a high level of
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interdependence. The mutual vulnerability of des igner-retailer and CMT. given their info rmal

status. is ano ther factor likel y to encourage a closer relati onship .

The final as pect o f inter-firm relationships which needs to be considered is the relationship

between competing. informal enterprises . specifi ca lly be tween the clothing stalls at the

Essenwood Cra ft Marke t. While enterprises benefi t from prox imity - for instance. through

shared customers - there is little evidence of active co-o peration designed to pro-actively

promote joint interests and inc rease markets share. Only one ente rprise reported co-operating

informall y with other Esse nwood Craft Market enterprise s. while no enterprises reported
,

belongin g to any forma l assoc iation or other organisation. This is of concern. given the

vulnerability of small enterpr ises . and interna tional experience as to the benefits which can be

reaped fro m inter- firm co-operation. Export market penetrati on and input purchases are two

obvious areas where the Esse nwood clothing enterprises would benetit from co-operation.

6.2 Informalisation and the Essenwood Clothing Enterprises

As was discussed in the theoret ical framework. there are numerous exp lanations offered as to

why enterprises firms choose to locate themselves in the informa l sector. In terms of emerging

paradigm theories. informal isati on is thought to be a means of inj ecting flexibility into the

production process. As large enterprises down- size, pro duction functions are seen to be

decentrali sed to smaller enterprises, many of whom locate them selves in the informal sector in

an effort to reduce costs and enhance flexibility through the avoidance of labour and tax

legislati on. So me of the questions posed as rega rds the informal activity of the Essenwood

Craft Market clothing ente rprises are :

• How impo rtant is the demand created by the upmarket Esse nwood Craft Market m

expl aining the existence of the clothing enterpri ses in question?

•

•

To what extent do the informal activities at the Essenwood Craft Market reflect political

discontent. and an attempt to disengage from the broad er socio-economic environment?

To what extent do the activities of these fi rms reflect an "economic crisis", particularly in

the clothing sec tor. whereby economic restru cturing is forcing people into the informal

sector? More specifi cally . are inform al entrepreneurs predominantl y involuntary entrants

into the informal sector. excluded from the forma l secto r by retrenchments and lack of
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employment opportunities? Alternative ly. has restructuring given nse to new

oppor tunities which are being captured by informal operators'?

• Do these firms retl ect stra teg ic informalisa tion as a cost-cutting response to increased

competition from low wage countries. or as a means of escaping the high levels of

unioni sati on in the formal clothing secto r'?

It is difficult to directly link the informal acti vity of the Essenwood Market clothing

enterprises to the crisis. and associated restructuring of the formal clothing sector in KZN .

While seve n producing entrepreneurs (and two CMT operators) had previo us experience in

the clo thing secto r. only the two CMT operators had been forced out of the formal sector by

restructuring . On another level. however. the success of these enterprises in targeting a

part icular market segment sugges ts that they have been able to identify a gap in the market

which the formal clothing sector has been less successfu l in targeting . In this sense. the- - - -

acti vity of thes e enterprises is dem and-driven , with operations linked to the existence of a

particular niche demand for upmarket, design-int ensive clothing. Indirectly this tilling of gaps

in the market by emerg ing enterprises could be cons idered a functi on of the restructuring of

the clothing industry. When one looks at the employees of the manufacturing-retailers

amongst the Essenwood clothing enterprises. the influenc e of the restructur ing of the formal

clothing sect or becom es more apparent. The majority of employees have some formal clothing

sector experience. Th is draws an interesting picture wherein innovati ve design and retaili ng

becomes the key to success in the restructured clothing sector. with employees being drawn

from unsuccessful traditional clothing producers towards this new group of innovative and

successful informal producers.

Informalisation can be a respon se to other factors besides a cris is in the formal clothing sector,

however. Onl y thre e resp ondents. or 14% of the sample. had been retrenched from the formal

sector (not necessarily the clothing sector). while 48% reported entering the informal sector

based on a desire to be self-employed . Respondents, particularly those involved in production,

are overwhelmingly well-educated white women who have voluntarily entered the informal

sector. This can. in part, be linked to a lack of confidence in the prospects for personal and

career development within the formal sector. As was discussed, the end of apartheid and
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subsequent attempts to even the economic playing field through affirmative action policies are

potentially relevant issues.

The location of entrepreneurial acti vity within the informal. as opposed to the formal sector,

suggests that the avoidance of state legislation in the form of labour and tax legislation might

also playa part in informalisation. The reluctance of entrepreneurs to participate in the study,

and in particular to release profit and turnover figures. supports the idea of tax avoidance. At

the same time. given the importance of low overheads as a reason for operating at markets, it

can be expected that lowering other costs. such as wages. would also be of concern to these.
enterprises. The non-unionised nature of the work-force. coupled with a reliance on temporary

workers also supports the idea of labour legislation avoidance.

To summarise. the evidence on the reasons behind decisions to locate economic activity in the

informal sector is mixed. and allow onl y tentative conclusions to be drawn. It seems likely

however. that informalisation is due to a combination of factors: while the opportunities

created by the shifting nature of demand. and the failure of formal sector firms to fill gaps in

the market are clearly very important, cost-cutting strategies and socio-political motivations

also appear to playa role in encouraging informal activity.

6.3 The Role of Government Policy

The penultimate research question concerns the role of the White Paper on Small Business,

and policy more generally. in supporting and developing innovative small enterprises

targeting the upper end of the market. Here the evidence is unequivocal - only one of the

enterprises has accessed any state support for small enterprises in the forms of loans, advice or

training. Furthermore. awareness of state support on offer is very low. This is perhaps not

surprising, however, as most of the Essenwood clothing enterprises have been established

relatively recently, while the current thrust of small business support emphasises previously

disadvantaged. mainl y black-owned. enterprises. Clearly, the Essenwood clothing enterprises

do not fall into this category (although many are woman-owned, another area of policy

emphasis) .
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Government policy in South Africa reflects a need to balance equity with growth

(Government of South Africa 1996). As the discussion of the White Paper on Small Business

(see Section 3.5) pointed out. current small business support is clearl y not directed at small,

informal. but dynamic enterprises. However, the opportunity does exist for support to be

extended to these types of enterprises. Most importantly. as their need seems to lie in areas

other that direct financial support. the conflict over allocation of scarce reso urces between

' growth or equity' is minimised. Useful support for dynamic . growth-orientated informal

enterprises could include domes tic and export marketing support. and the facilitation of co

operation betwee n enterprises to encourage improved purchasing and lobb ying power. The
,

example. given earlier . of the use of the D'Tls "Global Trade Product Magazine" as an export

too l attests to the support opportunities which exist. but are currently under-utilised by

informal enterprises. Publicising existing state support measures is therefore essential. Finally,

however. the point should be made that the likelihood of any state support measures

succeeding in reaching informal enterprises is dependent on a legislative environme nt which

does not penalise enterprises for deciding to locate within this sector.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

By way of conclusio n it is useful to step back and take a broad look at the findings and

implications of this study. First ly. the study has show n clearly that the activi ties of the

Essenwood Craft Market clothing firms reflect. first and foremost, a focus on the upmarket

route to competitiveness. with a strong emp hasis on product quality. des ign and marketing.

While informalisation does have cost -cutting benefits, the central thrust of operating at the

Essenwood Craft Market. rather than in the formal sector. is around innovative marketing .

Finally. the evidence shows that these small. informal enterprises are comparable to the more

successful firms of the formal clothing sector in terms of their responses to changing market

conditions . Like their formal sector counterparts. success is built around targ eting the AB

market. emphas ising quality, quick response and flexibility, and for some, penetrating export

markets. However. even these successful and dynamic informal clot hing enterprises face

problems . These relate particularly to the vulnerabi lity inherent in inform alit y - enterprises are

vulnerab le to having des igns copied. to being undercut by larger enterprises, and to loss of



access to the market venue. Furthermore. as is the case with successful formal sector

enterprises. the Essenwood Craft Market clothing enterprises could reap additional benefits

from improved supply chain relationships, and inter-firm co-operation.

To conclude. the most important message to come out of this study might very well be that

there are pockets of dynamic. growth-orientated enterprises throughout the economy - both

within the formal and informal sector. The current crisis facing the South African economy in

terms of shifting demand and production patterns makes it imperative that policy aimed to

encourage a dynamic economy is not focused solely on the formal sector. As the Essenwood
,

Craft Market clothing firms prove, innovation and quality can be found anywhere - even in a

craft market on a Saturday morning.
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APPENDIX A:

List of Interviewees

• A key informant interviews was conducted in person with Jennet Brown , organiser of the
Essenwood Craft Market on the 22/12/97

• Questionnaires were completed by 22 clothing stalls at the Essenwood Craft Market. who
for reasons of confidentiality will not be identified.

• Brief telep honic interviews were conducted to determine the nature of relationships
between Essenwood Craft Market enterprises and their CMTs, as well as to characterise
the nature of these CMT enterprises. To this end interviews were conducte d with 3 CMTs,
and 2 stall-holders who answered on behalf of their CMT. For reasons of confidentiality
none of the enterprises or individuals involved will be identified.

• A telephonic interview was conducted with Alan Wheeler of the Informal Trading
Department of the Durban Metropolitan Council in order to ascertain the relationship
between this Department and flea markets in the DMA.

• Finall y, a set of 10 questions was posed to each of the organisers of 7 flea markets
operating in the DMA. They are:

~ Deveshni. of Flea Market Enterprises. which controls the South Plaza and Point
Waterfront Markets:

~ Di Gree nwood. who organises the AmphiMarket;
~ Judith Solomon. of The Stables;
~ Alan Wheeler. of the Informal Trading Department. which controls the Church

Walk Market:
~ Keith Hendra. organiser of the Durban North Market; and
~ Gwen. of the Carnival Market.



APPEN DIX B:

Surve y Questionnaire

Set out below is the questionnaire handed out to 40 clothing stall -holders at the Essenwood

Craft Market in December 1997. This questionnaire is identical to the one actually used , apart

from the fact that the space available for free-form answers has been abridged in this version.

to fit more conveniently into this report.

ISECTION A: General Information

1. Name of Respondent _

2. Company name : Tel No.: _

3. Describe the type of clothing which you sell - children's. adults', casual, smart, hand
printed. etc.:

4. Which market segment(s) do you target in terms of the following criteria:

Please detail target market
Income Group
Age
Race / Culture
Other: ......... ..... ...... ..
Other: ......................

5. On a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (very important) please rate how important the
following criteria are in allowing you to compete with other firms producing clothing for
this market segment:

Ratin g (1-5)
Quality
Price
Product range (variety)
Product design / style
Other (specify): .. . .. ... . . . .. ... ..... ... . .. .. ..... ... ... . ... .. ........ ..... ... .. ... ....

.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .... . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . ... .. . .. .... .. .. . ... .. .... .. .. .. . .. . . ... .. .. .. . .. . ..



ISECTION B: Background of Stall-holder

6. Gender:

Fema le
IMale

7. Age : _

8. Please tick the catezorv which best describes vour education and training:.... .. "" .......

Please tick
High schoo l (without matric)
Matric
Matric + certi ficates
Matric + 3 year diploma

Matric + 3 year degree

9. What prompted you to begin trading? - Please tick the relevant responses:

Please tick
Retrenched from the formal clothing sector
Retrenched from another sector
Desire to work for self

Required an additional source of income

Other (specify) ......... ..................... ......... ........... ..... ..................
.. .... . .. . . .. .... ... . . . .. . .. . . . ... . ... .. . .. .. . . ... .... . .. . .... ......... ... . ..... ... . .. .. . .. ... . .

10. Do you have any previous experience in the clothing industry?

11. If NO. pleas e move on to Question 13
If YES. please give details:

----------------------

12. Are you still employed in the formal clothing indus try?



13. Have you any previous expe rience in running your own business?

14. If NO. please move on to Question 17
If YES. please give details of type of business: _

15. Are you sti ll operating this business?

16. If NO. please explain why not: _

17. Do you have any intention of entering or re-entering paid employment in the formal
sector?

Add itiona l Co mme nts :- - - -------- ---------- - -

ISECTION C: History and Operation of Enterprise

• Sta tus of Business

18. Is your bus iness formally registered?
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19. If YES. which of the following appl y?

Please Tick
Sole Proprietor
Partnership
Close Corporation
Pty (Ltd)

Subsidiary of larger company
Other (specify): ........ .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .... . .. . ... .. .. ... .... .. ..... .

.. ... . .. ..... .. .. . ... ... . .... . .. .. . ..... .... .. .. ........ ........... ... . ... .. ....

20. In which year did your business begin operating? _

21. Please indicate your company turnover for the years listed below.

Year Turnover
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991

22. Please give reason for trends: _

23. Over the period 1991- 1997. what has happened to your (after tax) profits?

Please tick
Increased
Decreased
Remained the same



• Bus iness Act ivity

24. Please tick the response( s) that apply to your business:

Please ti,

Man ufacture and sell clothing at this craft market only
Manufacture and sell clothing at various markets
Manufacture and sell both at markets and to formal retail outlets
Sell clothing you have designed and had manufactured (e.g. by a CMT* operator)

Sell clothing as an agent for a manufacturer
Sell clothing purchased wholesale
Sell imported clothing

* Cut Make and Tnm.

25 . Please tick the response(s) which best describes your reasons for operating at craft
markets:

Please Tick
Testing ground for new business
Low overheads

Better exposure to customers
Unable to produce quantities required by formal retail outlets
Other (specify): . .... . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... . .. . .... .. ... ..... .. ... .. .. . .. . ... . . . .. . .. ... . .... . .. . .. . . . . . .. .

.... ... . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .... . . .... . . . ... .. . .. .. . .... . .. .. ... . .. .. . .. .. .. ... . .. .. . .... .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . ... . .. .. . . .

. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . ..... ..... ... . .. .... . ... ... .. .. .. . ... ... ... . ... .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . .

26. Describe the premises from which your business operates:

Please tick
Your home

Office
Facto ry

Other (specify): ................................

27 . What is your (average) mark-up on garments'?- - --- --- --------
28. What accounts for most of the competition your business experiences?

Please Tick
Large retai l chains
Small retailers
Factory Shops

Other Craft Markets / stall -holders

Other (spe cify) : ................................. ......................

QQ



• History of Business

29 . How much capital (i n Rands ) was required to set up your business? _

30. Where did yo u access start-up funds? - please tick the relevant response :

Please Tick
Bank overdraft
Bank loan
Loan from Small Business Development Corporation
Personal savings
Retrenchment Package
Loan from famil y or friends
Other (specify): ........................................................ ........................
................. ....................................... .................................................

31. Have you ever accessed any government assistance for small businesses in the categories
mentioned below?

Yes / No
Loans
Advice
Training
Other: ........................................

32. If YES to any of the above, please supply details: ---------------

33. Are you awa re of any support measures for small businesses offered by the government?

34. If YES. which are you aware of'?
---------------------

35. In which year did you begin operating at the Essenwood Craft Market? -------

36. Prior to your entry into the Essenwood Craft Market, where / how did you sell?
----

QO



Additional Comments: _

ISECTION D: Production

• Design

37. Are you personall y responsible for the desi gn of the clothing you sell ?

38. If NO. who is respo nsible? _

39. Please indicate the num ber of different styles of clothing you produce in terms of the
following criteria:

Number used
Patterns
Colours
Types of Fabric
Other (specify) ••• •• •• • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • ••• • • • •• • • • •• • ••••• • • • • • • • 0

................................................................................

40 . Do you produce different garments for different seaso ns:

41 . If YES, which seaso ns do you produce different ranges for? _

42. Do you sell different styles at different outlets?

43. If YES. please explain: _
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44. What would you describe as the source of your design ideas ?

Please tick

Local retail cha ins
Overseas fashion trends
Other craft market des igns
Customer suggestions / requests
Other (specify) : .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . ... . .. . .. . . ..

... ... ... ...... . .. .... .. ..... .. .. . .... .. ..... . ... . .. ... . . .... ..... .... .. ... ... ..

45. Has the style of clot hing you sell changed since your business began operating?

-----+---...0...---1... If NO, please go to Question 49

46. If YES, what was the reason for this? _

47. In what way have styles changed? _

48 . How often (in months) do you change the sty le of garments produced?--- - - - -

49. If NO , why not? _

50. Has your customer base changed in any way over time?

51. If YES, in what way?--- ---- ---- ---- --- - - - - - -

52. Have you ever experienced prob lems with your desi gns being copied by competitors?

53. If YES, what were the circumstances?--------- --- - - - - - - -
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Additional Comments: _

• Manufacturing

54. Please tick the response(s) which best describe the manufacture of the garments you sell:

Please Tick
1. Garments are manufactured by your company

~. Garments are manufactured by a CMT operator to your specifications

13. Garment s are manufactured by a company for whom you act as an agent

~. Garmen ts are manufactured by a company from whom you purchase wholesal
5. Garments are imported by your company

Ifyou selected response (1), continue with Question 55.
Ifyou selected response (2), please move on to Question 72, and proceed from there.
Ifyou selected responses (3, 4 or 5), please move on to SECT ION G (Q uestion 109).

55. In which city/ town is your manufacturing unit based? - - - - - - - - - - - - -

56. What percentage are labour costs of total turnover?--- - - - - - - - - - - -

57. Which statements best describe the workers responsible for manufacturing - please tick:

Please Tick
Self or family respons ible for production
Labour employed to work on company premises
Labour contracted to work from home
Othe r (Specify).......................................................... .. . . .. . . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . .

58. Why do you use the form of labour selected above ? - Please tick the response(s) that
apply:

Please tick
Cheaper
More skilled
Loyal
Unregulated
Other (specify): ................. ...........................................
..... .... .......... ..... ......... .. ............ ... ..... .. .... .... .. .......... .. ... ...

en



59. How many people are involved in production?

No. of Workers
Permanent Casual

Employees
Co ntract workers
Family members
Other

60. What has happened to the number of workers you employ in the last 2 years:

Please tick
Increased .
Decreased
Stayed the same

61. Do you feel that your employees are adequately skilled given the demands of your
market?

62. How many of your employees have previous experience in the clothing industry? _

63. Do you have a training budget?

64. If YES, what type of training do you engage in?

Please tick
On the job - unstruc tured
On the job - structured
Outside training courses
Other (specify): .. . .. . .... .. . .. . ... .. .. . ... . .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. ... .

... .... ... .. .... .. . .. ... .. .... . . .... .. . ..... . .. .... .... ..... ... . .. . .. .. ..

65 . Is your workforce unionised?

66. If YES. wha t perce ntage is unionised?
------- - - - - - - - - -
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67. Has this affected your busi ness in any way?

68. [1' YES. please explain: _

69 . How is production orga nised?

Please tick
Each worker responsible for a different part of production

Each worker responsible for the complete production of certain garments

Other (specify) : ................................................................................................................
... .. . .. . .. .. .. .... . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . . ... . .. ... .. .. .. ... .... .. . . .. . . .. . .. ... . .. . .. . .. ... ... .. . .. . .. .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. ....

... . . .. ..... .. .. .. .. . ... . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .... . ........ .... .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. ... . . ... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. ... .. . .. .

70. Who is responsible for contro lling the quality of garments produced?

Please tick
Self

Manager
Quality superviso r

Machinists
Other (specify): ..... ....... ....... .... .. ...... .. .. .... .... ..... ... ... .......... .... ...

. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .... ... .. .. . .. . .. .. ... . .. ... ... ... . ... . .. .... .. ... . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .

71. What sys tem is used for controlling quality?------- - --- --- -

Please move on to SECTION E (Question 79).

72. Has your company eve r had its own manufacturing unit '?

0"



73. Why do you use a CNIT finn? - Please tick the appropriate response(s):

Please tick

Lack of manu facturing ski lls

Unwilling to deal with employees

Mo re cost eff ecti ve

Production to large to dea l with internall y

Other (specify): .. ... .. .. ..... . .. .... .. ... ... . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... ... .... ..... ... .

.. . ... . . . .. . ... . ... . ..... . .. .... ... ... ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .... .. . . .. . ... .. . .. .. . .. . . ... .. ... . .. .

.. .. . . .. .. . . .. ... .. . .. . .. . ... .. . ... ... . ... .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . ... ..... .... .. .. . . .. .. .

74. How man y CMT opera tors do you dea l with? _

75. In what city I tow n is (are) 'the CNiT manufacturer is) located? _

76. Has producing through a CMT operator been in any way problematic?

77. If YES. please elaborate: _

78. Describe your relationship with your CMT:

Please tick
Arms leng th - short term
Arms length - long term

Committed - long term"
* This category implies a close relationship based on the sharing of infor mation, rather

han a simple custo mer-client relationship based on maximising profit.

Additional Comments:- - --- ------- - - ----- - - - - -

S~CTION E: Relationships with other Firms

• Relationships with Suppliers

79. Please list the materials I inputs you require in order to produce your garme nts:--- -



80. Please list any parts of the production process that are outsourced: _

For the purpose of this survey the above will be considered services supplied to your
company.

81. How many suppliers of goods and services has your company used in 1997? _

82. Please give details of your 5 major suppliers:

Supplier Product Supplied Frequency of Geographic
Delivery Location

83. Do you use any imported materials I inputs?

84. If YES. please detail which inputs are imported: _

85. Why do you use imported inputs? - please tick the app licable response(s):

Please tick
Product not available locally
Better quality of imported product
Cheaper price of imported product
Other (specify) : .. . .. .. . ... .... . .. .. .. . .. ..... . . .. .. . . ... .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. ....

. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . . ... . .. ... .. . ... .. ... . .. . .. ... . ... .. . .. . .... ... .. ... . . .. .. . .. .. .

~

Rating (1-5)
Quality
Price
Deliverv Reliabilitv- .
Willingness to fill sma ll orders
Capacity to innovate
Credit faci lity
Other (specify):

86. On a scale of I (not important ) to 5 (very important). how do you rate the importance of
the follo wing criteria when choosing a supplier?
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87. How would you rate your suppliers' actual performance in terms of these criteria?

Rating (1-5)

Quality
Price
Delivery Reliability
Willingness to till small orders
Capacity to innovate
Credit facility
Other (speedy) :

88. Have you changed any of your major suppliers recently?

89. If YES. please elaborate: _

90. How would you describe the relationship you have with your suppliers?

Please tick

Arms length - short term
Arms length - long term
Committed - long term"

* This category implies a close relationship based on the sharing of information, rather
than a simple customer-client relationship based on maximising profit.

Additio nal Co mments : -------------------------

• Relationships with competitors

91. Do you belong to any associations / organisations for:

Please tick
Yes No

Small Business
Clothing Enterprises
Craft Market operators



92 . If YE S. to any of the above. please give details: _

93. Do you co-ope rate with any other clothing firms in terms of:

Please tick

Yes No

Shari ng premises
Sharing equipment
Filling large orders
Other (specify)

94. If YES, to any of the abov~. please give deta ils: _

95. Do you co-operate in any way with other firms at the Essenwood Craft Market?

96 . If YES, in what way? _

97. Are the re any agreements between competing clothing firms at the Essenwood Craft
Market as regards recommended prices?

Additional Comments:--- - - ------- - ---- - - - - - -

ISECTION F: Exports

98. Does your company export any products?

If NO , please move on to SECTION G (Q uestion 109) .

QQ



99. In what year did you begin exporting? _

100. How did you move into the export market? _

101. To what countries do you export? _

102. Please indicate your company' s export turnover for the years listed below.

Year Turnover
1997
1996

,

1995
1994
1993
1992
1991

103. Are the garments you export in any way different from those sold locall y?

104. If YES. how do they differ? _

105. Do you export ditf erent styles to different countries ?

106. On a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (very important) please rate how important the
foll owing cr iteria are in allow ing you to comp ete in foreign clothing markets:

Rating (1-5)
Quality
Price
Product range (variety)
Product design I style
Other (specify) : .. . ... . ... . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . .. .. . . . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .

. . . . . .. . .. . .. ... . .. .. . . .. . .. .... . .. . ... .. ... ... . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... ... . .. . .... .. . .. . .... . .. . ...
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107. Have you experienced any problems in terms of operating in the expo rt market?

108. If YES. please give details : _

ISECTION G: Future Plans

109. Do you intend to enter the formal retail sector at any time in the future?

110. If NO. please elaborate as to why not : _

Ill . Do you intend to begin exporting at any time in the future ?

Thank youfor your effort in completing this questionnaire.
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APPENDIX C:

Outline of Other Interviews

What follows are the outlines of the various interviews conducted during the course of the

studies. The outlines served as a rough guide. with further questions and discussion arising out

of responses to the basic questions.

1. Outline of interview with Jennet Brown, organiser of the Essenwood Craft Market,

conducted on 22/12/97 .

Questions around establishment of Essenwood Craft Market

• motivation & reasons for establishment

• logistics - city council invol vement, payment. tenure, council controls - registration

• who were you wishing to attract

• market niche - who are your customers? Race. gender, age , tourist, socio-economic

• employment in market itself?

Que stions around market organisation

• how were initial stall-holders attracted

• how are new stall-holders attracted

• what criteria are used to determine who can operate from this market

• do you in any way control intra-market competition, i.e. by limiting the number of stalls

selling a particular styl e of clothing, e.g . over-dyed children 's clothing

• do you control prices in any way. i.e. thru' recommended prices for a range of goods

• what rent is paid for stalls - 0 11 what basis , ie monthl y / per table

• Are stalls rented on a lease basis? - under what conditions would a lease not be renewed

Que stions around stall-holders

• doe s the market tend to attract a certain type of business person - race , gender, soc ial or

educational background



• what are backgrounds in term of previous business experience, retrenched, housewives

etc.?

• do businesses have a "track record" when they come to Essenwood. or are they just

starting out

• are you aware of any form of co-operation between stall-holders In terms of price

determination or any other area?

Economic activitv

• Has the type of product being sold, particularly in clothing, changed over time

• Is this ret1ected by new entrants to the market, or do existing companies change products

to adapt to changing market demand

• Is craft market central to existence of these firms. ie sole outlet. or just used in addition to

more conventional channels

• affected by seasonality? - no's, styles etc.

• where is production based. ie stall-holders

1 "..,



2. Outline of interview conducted with CMTs - in the case of informal CMT firms

many on these questions were clearly not relevant.

• Name & Company Name

• How long has your company been operating?

• Do you specialise in a particular type of clothing - woman 's. children 's. knits ?

• How is your company registered - ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, cc, Pty,

subsidiary). formal /informal?

• If inf ormal CJ'vl T. do you have previous experience in the formal sector? What prompted

your move into the informal sector?

• Has your company ever operated in the informal sector (ie unregistered) ? What were the

circumstances?

• Are you working at full capacity right now? If not , to what percentage of capacity?

Emplo vees

• How many employees does your company have ? Are they full-time or part-time? Do they

work on company premises or at home?

• Has the reduction in tariff protection for the clothing industry and the subsequent increase

in imports from Asia been felt by your business? If so how - what has been the effect on

contracts from retail chains. small independent retailers, informal enterprises?

• Has the number of employees increased or decreased in the past 5 years? To what do you

attribute this ? what has happened to profits and turnover over the past 5 years?

• Are your workers unionised? What union ? what role does the union play 111 your

establishment?

• Do you subcontract any work out to the informal sector - either to other businesses or to

home-workers? Is this a new development for your firm?

Customers

• How many companies do you produce for (in one month)? What is the average length of a

contact / relationship with a customer?

If\ ,t



• Who are your customers - large chains, small independent retailers, informal sellers.

• How much of your business (as a percentage) comes from informal /unregistered clothing

design companies?

• What do you think attracts customers to your company - pnce, quality, willingness to

produce in small batches. reliability, existing personal relationship with customer?

• Does your company sell any of the clothing it produces itself? Is this sold through formal

retail outlets. factory shops or informally at flea markets etc.? Are these garments similar to

those produced for your customers?

• In what size batches are garments produced? Does the batch size vary greatly between

customers, particularly between formal and informal businesses.

• Do production volumes vary during the year - please explain? How does your company

cope with this - sell informally yourself: retrench temporary workers, work short-time?



3. Outline of interview with Alan Wheeler of the Informal Trading Department of

the Durban Metropolitan Council.

• How many flea and craft markets are there in the Durban Metro area? Can you give me

some idea of how this has changed ove r time? How many markets were there 1. 2 or 5

years ago?

• Has the spatial location of markets changed over time - the earliest markets were in the city

centre, how are they spread out toda y?

• Are their any flea marke ts in traditionally black areas? Which ?

• How many markets are held on public as opposed to privately-owned land? What is the

procedure for giving approval to use publicly-owned land for a market?

• Have any of the flea or cra ft markets in the Durban area been initiated by the local

authorities? If not, why not - suffici ent markets already. or reservations about the role of

markets in promoting economic activity and small enterprises, employment etc.

• What controls does the Council exercise over fl ea market activity - in terms of the number

of markets , protecti on for the public?

• What about the registration of stall-holders - street-traders must register as informal traders,

is this true of market stall-holders also ? If not why not?

• Have flea markets been in any way problematic for the Council - charges of racism etc.

J(i"



4. List of 10 questions asked of organisers of the 8 Council-approved flea markets in

the DMA.

• When did your market start?

• How is the market run - private company etc.?

• Is the land publicly or privatel y owned?

• What is the target market?

• On what days and between what hours does the market operate?

• How many stall are there at the moment?

• How many of these are clothing stalls?

• How has the num ber of stalls change d over time - 1,2 and 5 years ?

• How long is your waiting list?

• Do you have an estimate of how many people visit your market on a particular day?
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